Academic Editor Handbook
Welcome and thank you for your support of PLOS ONE and the Open Science movement.
Your work accelerates progress in science and medicine by leading a transformation in
research communication.
PLOS ONE publishes rigorous primary research across all fields of science and medicine
without reference to perceived impact or significance. The journal further promotes
openness through mandated data sharing and use of reporting guidelines and adheres to
the highest standards for research and publication ethics.
Academic Editors oversee the peer review process for the journal, including evaluating
submissions, selecting reviewers and assessing their comments, and making editorial
decisions. Together with fellow Editorial Board members and internal staff, Academic Editors
uphold journal policies and ethical standards and work to promote the PLOS ONE mission to
provide free public access to scientific research.
In the main body of this Handbook, we review your Academic Editor role, providing an
overview of the editorial process from the time you agree to handle a submission to the final
decision, including essential steps and the most important factors to bear in mind. The
Handbook can be read chronologically and is designed to provide the fundamental
information needed to participate in the peer review process as an Academic Editor.
In the following Appendices, we’ll go into greater depth on a range of subjects including
policies for unusual situations, ethical requirements, the nuanced applications of the
publication criteria, and detailed instructions for the use of Editorial Manager and the
Editorial Board Discourse forum. Unlike the Handbook, the Appendices can be read in any
order. Consult the appropriate sections as specific questions or issues arise.
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PLOS ONE Editorial Board Membership
Thousands of members of the academic community serve as Academic Editors (members of
the Editorial Board) of PLOS ONE, making decisions about whether submitted manuscripts
meet the journal’s publication criteria. You are indispensable to the overall publishing
process and to ensuring the integrity and timeliness of the journal. In acknowledgement of
your work, your name is published alongside every accepted manuscript.
Each PLOS ONE Academic Editor is responsible for overseeing the peer-review process
and for making a decision to accept, invite revision of, or reject the papers you handle. You
are encouraged to consult your colleagues on the Editorial Board about any difficulties
handling manuscripts and discuss PLOS ONE policies and procedures on Discourse.
PLOS ONE staff also provide training, guidance, and feedback throughout your editorial
experience.

Read the full Academic Editor role description
Getting Started
➔ Log into the journal’s Editorial Manager manuscript submission system.
➔ Review all information in the Handbook, the Resources for Editors webpage,
and Discourse.
➔ Contact plosone@plos.org with questions about manuscripts or Editorial
Manager.
Going Away or Unavailable?
➔ Select Update my Information in Editorial Manager and update your
Unavailable Dates.
➔ Specify if you can handle revisions during your absence.
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Manuscript Evaluation
PLOS ONE Academic Editors evaluate submitted manuscripts for adherence to the
publication criteria. This section provides a high-level overview of the steps of this process.
Appendix B: Process for Handling Submissions provides a more detailed description of the
process, as well as some tips and tricks for specific steps. Appendix I. Editorial Manager
Manuscript Submission System describes how to complete specific tasks during this process
in Editorial Manager (EM), the journal’s manuscript management system.

Overview

Invitation

Initial
Assessment

External Peer
Review

Decision

Academic Editors (AEs) receive invitations to handle manuscripts based on your area of
expertise.
It is up to you to manage your workload by choosing which invitations to accept.
You should respond to manuscript invitations (accept or decline) as soon as possible.

You assess the manuscript and associated metadata to determine whether the submission meets
the PLOS ONE publication criteria.
At this point, you can either reject the manuscript before review or invite reviewers.
You should decide whether the manuscript is suitable for review within 4 days of agreeing to
handle the submission.

The majority of submissions undergo review by at least two external experts. All manuscripts
must receive at least one external review prior to an accept decision.
It is your responsibility to secure reviewers and facilitate the peer review process as efficiently as
possible.

Once the reviewers have returned their comments, you evaluate the feedback, your own
assessment of the manuscript, and the publication criteria in order to make a decision.
You should return your decision within 4 days after the required reviews have been completed.

Invitations
You receive invitations to handle manuscripts based on your areas of expertise. For most
new submissions, the first round of invitations is driven by an algorithm, called “PLOS
Match.”
When you join the Board, at least 10 of your authored manuscripts are uploaded, which
generates a list of Match terms used to pair you with incoming submissions. Once you start
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to handle manuscripts through to publication, these get incorporated into your PLOS Match
profile as well.
If manuscripts are not assigned by PLOS Match within 10 days, PLOS staff generate a new
list of thoroughly researched invitations. In this stage, a staff researcher searches through
classification terms (PLOS taxonomy), keywords (free text), and research bios to queue a list
of Academic Editors whose expertise matches - as closely as possible - the subject matter of
the submission. These invites are sent out in batches as time passes or when another Editor
declines the invite.
Please note that in most cases multiple Academic Editors have been invited to handle a
single manuscript. It is possible that one Academic Editor will agree to handle the
manuscript before another has the opportunity to respond to an invitation.
It is up to you to manage your workload by choosing which invitations to accept. In general,
you should aim to agree to handle one to two new manuscript assignments per month. This
can vary depending on availability, subject area, and the amount of submissions received.
You are not expected to agree to all invitations but are expected to respond to the request as
soon as possible.
You should accept the invitation if:
➔ The submission is relevant to your area of expertise
➔ You have time
➔ You have no competing interests
You should decline the invitation if:
➔ The submission is not relevant to your field of interest
➔ You are unavailable (e.g. holiday, sabbatical, already handling several
manuscripts, generally too busy)
➔ You have a competing interest
For further guidance regarding competing interests, review Appendix F: Publication Ethics.
When declining a manuscript invitation, you should also include the reason for doing so.
Further instructions for responding to invitations within Editorial Manager (EM) can be found
here.
If you are receiving too many invitations outside your area of expertise or too many
invitations overall, contact us at plosone@plos.org.

Initial Assessment
After agreeing to handle a new submission, you first conduct an independent assessment,
considering the manuscript itself as well as various other pieces of information provided by
the authors upon submission. Appendix C: Required Information for PLOS ONE
Submissions contains a full description of PLOS ONE submission requirements.
At this stage, you should also check the Information for Editor section on the Details page
of the manuscript where the internal editorial staff may have left specific questions or
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guidance. (more information on Viewing Submissions and Related Information) This
information will also have been sent to you in an email after agreeing to handle the
submission.
During the initial read-through, you assess the manuscript and associated metadata to
determine whether the submission meets the PLOS ONE publication criteria.
The PLOS ONE publication criteria are:
1. The study presents the results of primary scientific research.
2. Results reported have not been published elsewhere.
3. Experiments, statistics, and other analyses are performed to a high technical
standard and are described in sufficient detail.
4. Conclusions are presented in an appropriate fashion and are supported by the
data.
5. The article is presented in an intelligible fashion and is written in standard
English.
6. The research meets all applicable standards for the ethics of experimentation and
research integrity.
7. The article adheres to appropriate reporting guidelines and community standards
for data availability.
The publication criteria cover various aspects of scientific merit, as well as additional
considerations including scope, ethics, and data availability. See Appendix A: PLOS ONE
Publication Criteria for a full discussion of the publication criteria.
Some concerns beyond the scientific content of the submission may include:
● Ethics standards for experiments done with humans or animals
● Data availability
● Author competing interests
● Author misconduct or breach of publication ethics
● Language level of the submission, including awkward or inappropriate titles
You should also consider whether any of the journal’s policies for specific research types
(Appendix E. Policies for Specific Research Areas) apply to the manuscript.
Evaluate all manuscripts fairly, objectively and in a timely manner. If you realize you have
a competing interest while evaluating a submission you should notify the journal office to
recuse yourself.
Please note: You are required to treat all manuscripts and manuscript invitations in strict
confidence. Do not disclose information about manuscripts, including their receipt, content,
status in the reviewing process, criticism by reviewers, or ultimate fate to anyone other
than the authors and reviewers. Do not disclose the identities of any reviewers or invited
reviewers during or after the review process.

After conducting your independent evaluation, you should make a decision to invite external
peer reviewers or reject the submission without external review. This process should
generally take no more than four days from the date you agreed to handle the manuscript.
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External Peer Review
You may reject a manuscript without external review if it clearly does not satisfy the
publication criteria. The majority of submissions, however, undergo rigorous review by at
least two external experts to ensure that published papers are technically sound and meet
the journal’s criteria.
Please be aware that in some circumstances the internal editorial staff will request that you
secure external peer reviewers. For example, you should always consult with external peer
reviewers when:
● The manuscript is on the edge of your own expertise or uses a novel methodology.
● The manuscript deals with a topic or methodology which is seen as controversial in
the field.
● At least one external review is required (at any stage) before issuing an Accept
decision.

Selecting Suitable Reviewers
Any qualified researcher with strong expertise in the topic of the submission can serve as a
PLOS ONE reviewer. Good reviewers:
● Are at postdoctoral level or above – junior researchers (younger group leaders,
senior postdocs) are most likely to review.
● Are actively conducting research and publishing work in the field of the
manuscript.
● Do not have any competing interests that would bias them either for or against the
manuscript (e.g. have not published with the authors in the last five years.)
● Are not current PLOS ONE Editorial Board members
Academic Editors should:
● Avoid selecting reviewers from solely inside their institution.
● Avoid inviting reviewers from the same institution as any of the authors.
● Spread invitations broadly across the research community.
● Avoid inviting opposed reviewers. If evaluation by an opposed reviewer is required,
in order to ensure thorough assessment, you should contact us at
plosone@plos.org
You should consider the sum total expertise of all the reviewers to ensure that all aspects of
the manuscript are fully evaluated. To identify reviewers you should:
● Apply your own network and knowledge of qualified experts to objectively evaluate
the manuscript.
● Search the internet for related literature; the authors of these papers may be good
reviewer candidates. We advise limiting the search to the last five years.
See more tips and review the Discourse discussion about finding and securing reviewers.
The journal also works with a group of statisticians, which we refer to as our Statistical
Advisory Board. Statistical Advisors provide methodological input for certain types of
submitted manuscripts, including clinical trials, and advise on whether statistical aspects of
those manuscripts are performed to the technical standard required for publication in PLOS
ONE. If you would like to approach a statistical reviewer, you should contact the journal
office at plosone@plos.org. Read more about statistical reviewers.
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Inviting Reviewers
Contact with potential and secured reviewers – invitations, reminders and editorial
correspondence – occurs through EM.
After signing in and accessing the Invite Reviewers link on the manuscript action links, we
recommend extending invitations to five to seven reviewers (“Inv”), and set up at least
three alternate reviewers (“Alt”). If you would like to add a specific request, or guidance, to
a reviewer invitation it is possible to customize the template letter within EM.
Many reviewers will already be in the PLOS ONE database in EM. In these cases, simply
check the email address to ensure it is the correct person. To invite reviewers not already
in the database, you must register the desired reviewer prior to inviting them to review.
Further instructions for inviting reviewers within EM can be found here.
Please note that reviewer invitations will expire six days after they are issued if we’ve
received no response. Alternate reviewers will be automatically invited if one of the original
reviewers declines or fails to respond within the allotted time.

Monitoring the Review Process
The main focus for you during the review process is to:
● Monitor the secured reviewers, and invite additional reviewers if needed, to make
sure evaluations are obtained from a spectrum of reviewers with relevant expertise.
● Evaluate reviews as they are returned to make sure they are appropriate and
address the important aspects of the manuscript.
● Notify staff of any ethical concerns that arise during the assessment of the work.
You should facilitate as efficient a review process as possible so you can submit your
decision with minimal unnecessary delay.
The standard review deadline is ten days. If a reviewer requests an extension:
● Staff will grant reviewer extensions of up to one week at reviewers’ request.
● You must approve requests for longer extensions.
All reviewer invitations and assignments must be closed – completed, declined, or expired
– before a decision can be processed. You may have to terminate assignments for late
reviewers. Please do not terminate open reviewer assignments if the deadline has not yet
passed.
Reviewers will receive a series of automated reminder emails from the journal. If papers
experience delays, the PLOS staff will then contact you with reminders and offers of
assistance. At this stage, you are encouraged to email the reviewer yourself via EM;
reminders from the handling editor can be more effective than those from PLOS Staff.
If time has passed without editorial activity on a manuscript, our staff will start to send you
reminder emails. Please note that reminder emails to you will continue until you respond,
so prompt replies are recommended. If we don’t hear back, the manuscript will have to be
reassigned to another Editor. See this post on Discourse for more information about
reviewer and Academic Editor reminders.
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Academic Editor Decision
When the reviewers have completed their assessment of the work and returned their
comments, you review their feedback. Within four days of receiving the last review, you
assess the manuscript and the publication criteria in order to reach a decision – either
accept, minor revision, major revision, or reject.

Reaching a Decision
You are advised to consider the reviews and your own expertise in the context of PLOS
ONE’s criteria for publication. As a guide, PLOS ONE:
● Accepts all papers that report correctly on well-performed science and come to
conclusions that are supported by data.
● Does not reject papers due to “insufficient advance”, “lack of impact”, or “lack of
novelty”.
● Does not refer authors of scientifically sound work to seek publication in a “more
specialized journal”. No research is too specialized for PLOS ONE.
Comments by reviewers represent only a part of the information that you consider as you
reach a decision. When evaluating reviewer comments, you should:
● Consider your own knowledge of the topic, which may contradict the reviewers’
advice.
● Remember that reviewers may not be as aware of PLOS ONE’s criteria for
publication and acceptance policy.
● Avoid seeing reviewers’ decision recommendations as “votes” to be tallied. These
are intended for use by you; the authors do not receive these recommendations.
● Be prepared to give context to the overall review comments, which may differ to large
degrees, to help the authors understand the decision.

Decision Options
Decision
Options

Render this decision if:

After the decision is made:

Accept

● The manuscript is appropriate for
publication exactly as is.

Minor Revision

● The manuscript is suitable for
publication but needs some minor
adjustments.
o For example, textual
revisions or inclusion of
details or data that are
already in the authors’
possession.
● The manuscript has the potential to be
published but may not be accepted if
the authors do not address substantive
issues.
o For example, control
experiments, undertaking
additional or different
types of data analysis, or
stating caveats to or
weaknesses of the study.
● Any requests for additional
experimental data are aimed at

● Manuscript is sent to production for
publication.
● The authors do not have a chance
to revise.
● Authors have 45 days to revise.
● The manuscript is not expected to
require further external review.
● Upon resubmission, you verify that
requested changes were made and
usually accept manuscript.

Major Revision

● Authors have 45 days to revise.
● Upon resubmission, you reevaluate the manuscript and
author’s response to reviewers and
decide whether further review is
needed or if a final decision can be
made.
● If further review is required this
should be sought from the original
reviewers - involving new reviewers
after first decision is discouraged.
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ensuring the conclusions are supported
by the results, and not at increasing the
perceived interest or importance of the
work.
Reject

Open Reject*

● The manuscript as submitted is
inappropriate for publication in any
journal and is not likely that the study
can be revised to make it so.
● For example, the experiments were not
conducted to a high technical standard,
the conclusions are not supported, or
the results have already been
published or do not add to what is
already known.
● The manuscript requires sweeping
fundamental changes and extensive
revisions that could not be addressed
within the 45-day time-frame.
● For example the experiments,
statistics, or methods do not meet the
criteria for publication but the work may
be salvageable.
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● The journal advises a maximum of
two rounds of Major revision. If after
two revisions substantial concerns
remain, you should consider issuing
an Open Reject*.
● No action required unless authors
request an appeal.

● Authors have the option to resubmit
at any time.
● If resubmitted, the manuscript is
considered a new submission.

*To render an Open Rejection decision, select “Reject” as the decision type, and modify the
letter to clarify that the author is invited to resubmit a completely revised manuscript.

The Decision Letter
You communicate your decision and provide substantive feedback to the authors by
submitting a decision letter through EM.
To submit a decision, you select “Submit Editor’s Decision and Comments” from the
manuscript action links. You can choose your decision type from the drop-down menu, and
proceed to the editable, draft decision letter.
The draft decision letter includes author instructions and the reviewer comments, but not
their recommendations to revise, accept, or reject. You customise this letter to include all
manuscript-specific feedback, including their specific comments and full explanations for the
reasons behind the decision rendered. At this point, you should remove the ALL CAPs text
starting ***Academic Editor: PLEASE INSERT COMMENTS HERE…*** from the draft
decision letter.

When preparing these letters, you should take time and care to:
● Give context to the overall review comments to help the authors understand the
decision, especially when thorough and possibly contradictory reviews are provided
or the paper is being rejected.
● Indicate which of the review comments are essential to address to meet journal
criteria, and which are optional (e.g., changes that might improve the paper but are
not required to meet the publication criteria).
● Make clear which publication criteria the manuscript fails to meet that renders
the paper unacceptable for publication in PLOS ONE. Providing a clear explanation
reduces the chances that the authors will appeal the decision.
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Communication with Authors
● Communicate with authors clearly, respectfully, and in a timely manner.
● Conduct correspondence within EM or cc plosone@plos.org.
● If authors contact you before, during or after the evaluation process and you are
uncomfortable with the correspondence, contact the staff for assistance.
All “Comments to Authors” are included in the decision letters as submitted. Do not edit or
remove them from the letter. If certain comments are irrelevant or incorrect, instruct the
author in the decision letter to disregard them during their revision. If any comments are
defamatory, allege misconduct, or contain inappropriate language, contact the PLOS ONE
Editorial Staff before submitting your decision.
Please be sure to enter your comments to the authors within the decision letter as comments
from the editor. You may not act as an anonymous peer reviewer, in accordance with COPE
guidelines.
Detailed instructions for submitting a decision within EM can be found here.
You should be aware that publishing and internal editorial staff regularly review manuscripts
in progress in an effort to support high quality feedback and timely decisions. As a part of
this review, internal editorial staff may reach out to you if you have a question about a
decision. You can also leave comments for journal staff by entering these into the
“Comments for Editors” box when submitting their decision.

Review of Revised Manuscripts
You are expected to handle manuscripts through to a final decision (reject or accept). If you
are not able to complete the Academic Editor assignment for any reason, please get in touch
with plosone@plos.org.
After the authors return the manuscript with minor or major revisions you then:
● Evaluate the revised manuscript and response to reviewers.
● Determine whether additional external review is necessary, or if a decision can be
made.
Based on your own expertise, you may determine that:
1. The manuscript is ready for publication and issue an accept decision.
2. The authors have not responded to the comments from the previous round of review
adequately and issue another revision decision or a rejection.
3. The submission should be sent back to reviewers for further input before making a
decision. You should avoid inviting new reviewers at this point unless it is absolutely
necessary.
While PLOS ONE does not impose a formal limit on the number of revisions allowed on a
submission, we recommend that you aim for no more than two rounds of revision. If there
are remaining concerns about a manuscript following this, it may be appropriate to issue an
“Open Reject” decision inviting the authors to resubmit the manuscript as a new submission
if they are able to address all of the remaining points.

Appeals to Decisions
Authors have the right to formally appeal editorial decisions. All appeal requests are first
evaluated by internal editorial staff, who decide whether the appeal should proceed. Appeals
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that continue past this point take two forms: formal appeals and resubmissions. The
decision after the appeals process has concluded is final.

Formal Appeal
The manuscript, along with a rebuttal letter from the authors, is considered by two Academic
Editors. The Academic Editor who made the original decision is usually involved in this
process. The appeal is resolved when the Academic Editors uphold the decision or overturn
it and make a new determination.

Resubmission
You may also be invited to handle resubmissions as part of the appeals process in one of
the following three ways:
1. PLOS-invited resubmission: After PLOS ONE staff editors have reviewed an author’s
request for an appeal, one of the outcomes is to request revisions and invite a
resubmission.
2. Unsolicited Resubmission: This type of appeal begins when authors resubmit a
revised version of their manuscript as a new submission, following an initial reject
decision. The new submission is then evaluated by internal editorial staff who decide
if a submission should proceed to review with an Academic Editor.
3. Academic-Editor-invited resubmission: You can invite an author to resubmit a
completely revised manuscript as a new submission using an Open Reject decision.
The PLOS ONE staff will invite the Academic Editor who issued an Open Reject to
review the new submission.

Editorial Support
As you handle manuscripts, you may encounter situations where you feel that additional
editorial input is needed. In addition to the resources listed in the appendices, you may also
work with other members of the Editorial Board and the PLOS ONE staff to resolve such
issues.

Working with Academic Editors
You are encouraged to consult each other and take advantage of the broad expertise and
experience of the PLOS ONE community. The current list of Academic Editors and their
expertise can be found on the PLOS ONE Editorial Board page. The best way to start a
discussion with other Editors is on Discourse.
● For manuscript-specific concerns, contact plosone@plos.org for assistance setting
up a private discussion in Editorial Manager with another Academic Editor.
● For general discussions of PLOS ONE policies and procedures, participate in the
Discourse forums (see Appendix J: PLOS ONE Discourse for more information).

Working with Section Editors
PLOS ONE Section Editors function as advisors, working with journal staff on special issues,
including policy development and reporting guidelines. They are also on hand to support you
by sharing experiences and tips, and advising on specific manuscripts. Journal staff will also
invite Section Editors to join discussions on specific manuscripts. A full list of the PLOS ONE
Section Editors can be found here.
Submitting Manuscripts as an Author
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You are encouraged to submit your work to PLOS ONE.
You must declare your affiliation with the journal in the competing interest
statement.
Submissions authored by Academic Editors are treated like all other
submissions.

Working with Staff
You are largely autonomous and are responsible for making editorial decisions in line with
the journal’s criteria and policies. That being said, if you experience any problems or
complications while handling manuscripts, journal staff are available to assist with a broad
range of issues, including technical problems with EM and dealing with substantive scientific
and policy issues for specific manuscripts.
Alert the PLOS ONE staff
● If there is evidence of plagiarism, image manipulation, or violation of research
or publication ethics.
● If there are any problems with data availability.
● To address a competing interest with any aspect of the paper, including your
own, at any point in the editorial process.
Staff members may also contact you to provide assistance if they become aware of any
concerns around a manuscript or if a manuscript is delayed in the peer review process.
The PLOS ONE Team can be contacted by emailing plosone@plos.org. For further
information about the team see Appendix M. PLOS ONE staff.
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Welcome to the PLOS ONE Academic Editor
Handbook Appendices
In the preceding Handbook, we reviewed your role, providing an overview of the editorial
process from the time you agree to handle a submission to the final decision, including
essential steps and the most important factors to bear in mind. The Handbook can be read
chronologically and is designed to provide the fundamental information you need to
participate in the peer review process as an Academic Editor.
In the Appendices, we’ll go into greater depth on a range of subjects including the PLOS
ONE publication criteria, our editorial and publishing policies, and detailed instructions for
the use of Editorial Manager. Unlike the Handbook, the Appendices do not need to be read
in order. Consult appropriate sections when specific questions or issues arise.
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Appendix A: PLOS ONE Publication Criteria
The PLOS ONE Publication Criteria are…
1. The study presents the results of original research.
2. Results reported have not been published elsewhere.
3. Experiments, statistics, and other analyses are performed to a high technical
standard and are described in sufficient detail.
4. Conclusions are presented in an appropriate fashion and are supported by the
data.
5. The article is presented in an intelligible fashion and is written in standard
English.
6. The research meets all applicable standards for the ethics of experimentation and
research integrity.
7. The article adheres to appropriate reporting guidelines and community standards
for data availability.
Generally, these criteria express a few key principles:
● All technically sound primary research must be published in order to accelerate
research progress and decrease the likelihood that multiple research groups will
waste time and resources performing redundant work.
● Research must be presented transparently and consistently in keeping with reporting
guidelines and data availability. Editors, reviewers and readers are then able to
determine whether the work is technically sound by attempting to reproduce the
results, and to facilitate work that builds upon the published literature.
● Research and publications ethics must be upheld in pursuit of these goals in order to
deter research misconduct and maintain the integrity of the published work.

Scope
As stated in Criterion #1, PLOS ONE welcomes the submission of manuscripts describing
the results of primary scientific research in any discipline that will contribute to the base of
scientific knowledge.
In additional to more traditional reports of primary research, we will consider:
● Registered Reports
● Systematic reviews and meta-analyses
● Submissions describing methods, software, databases, or other tools that meet
criteria for utility, validation and availability
● Qualitative research
● Studies reporting negative results
● Protocols - Lab Protocols and Study Protocols
See our submission guidelines for further information on specific study types.
We will not consider:
● Reviews
● Case Reports
● Hypothesis or proposal papers
● Letters, commentaries, or essays
● Opinion pieces
● Policy papers
● Clinical practice guidelines
● Any other type of secondary literature
● Monographs
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In some cases, manuscripts submitted to PLOS ONE may not constitute a “minimal
publishable unit,” in which case they may be rejected. Different disciplines have different
definitions for a minimal publishable unit, and the definition in a given discipline can change
over time as the field evolves. If a manuscript reports a single result or has produced a
single dataset but has conducted no further analysis, the work may not constitute a minimal
publishable unit and rejection may be appropriate.

Technical Soundness and Reproducibility
As stated in Criterion #3, manuscripts must be technically sound and the work must be
conducted with analytical rigor for publication in PLOS ONE. Criterion #4 states that the
results presented must support the conclusions drawn. The PLOS ONE criteria do not
include perceived significance of the work. Judgements about whether the manuscript is
“high impact,” “sufficiently novel,” or relevant to a broad audience must not play a role in
editorial decisions. As a result, authors do not need to overstate their conclusions.
Reporting work in accordance with discipline-specific reporting guidelines and making
available the data underlying the work, as required by Criterion #7, are crucial requirements
for confirming that a study is technically sound.

Reporting Guidelines
Reporting guidelines do not exist in all disciplines, but listed below are some of the reporting
guidelines that are currently required:
● CONSORT and TREND for clinical trials
● PRISMA for systematic reviews and meta-analyses
Additional useful guidelines include:
● ARRIVE for in vivo laboratory-based animal experiments
● STARD for diagnostic accuracy studies
● STROBE for epidemiology studies
● MIAME for microarray studies
● STREGA for genetics associations
● COREQ for qualitative studies.
Further guidelines are collected together within:
● EQUATOR
● Biosharing
Reporting in accordance with such guidelines helps ensure that the work meets the
stipulation in Criterion #3 requiring that experiments be described in sufficient detail, allowing
other researchers to confirm the results via replication studies.

Data Availability
PLOS journals require that authors make all data underlying the findings described in their
manuscript fully available, with exception when ethical or legal restrictions prohibit public
sharing of data. Authors may upload their data to a public repository, or include their data as
a Supporting Information file. If data cannot be made public, all restrictions and information
necessary for submitting data requests should be outlined in the Data Availability statement,
which will be published at the top of the article.
Read more about the PLOS Data Policy, including FAQs.
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Replication Studies
Replication studies may be submitted to PLOS ONE. To adhere to Criterion #2, which states
that the results must not have been published elsewhere, the authors of replication studies
must provide sound scientific rationale for the submitted work and clearly reference and
discuss the existing literature. Submissions that replicate or are derivative of existing work
will likely be rejected if authors do not provide adequate justification.
If there are any concerns that the scientific rationale for the study is not strong enough - due
to the work being mainly confirmatory of knowledge in the field or because the authors have
failed to adequately justify how the work adds to knowledge in that field in the light of
previous related work, this constitutes grounds for rejection.
Regarding confirmatory studies, PLOS ONE is willing to consider such studies but expect
these to fall in areas where there are controversies or disagreements and when the
manuscript can potentially add knowledge. Please note that the first criterion for publication
requires that the work should contribute to the base of scientific knowledge.

Ethics
Criterion #6 states that manuscripts must meet standards for ethics of experimentation and
research integrity. This criterion encompasses two related but distinct areas: research ethics
and publication ethics.

Research Ethics
Authors must obtain approval, or exemption, from the relevant body for studies involving:
● Humans, live or tissue, including studies that are observational, survey-based, or
include any personal data.
● Animals, live or tissue, including observational studies.
● Cell lines that are not commercially available.
● Field sampling, including ecological and paleontological studies.
● Potential biosafety implications.
We recognize that local regulations vary, and PLOS ONE requirements may be more
stringent than local ethical standards. We reserve the right to reject work that does not meet
our standards, even if it was in line with local requirements.

Publication Ethics
Authors must report their work in accordance with international standards for publication
ethics, as laid out by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). Potential concerns
regarding publication ethics include:
● Dual submission/publication (also covered in Criterion #2)
● Plagiarism
● Authorship, including ghost and guest authorship
● Data or image manipulation
● Competing interests
● Financial disclosures
More information about publication ethics and our policies can be found in Appendix F:
Publication Ethics.

English Language
Finally, Criterion #5 states that manuscripts must be written in standard, intelligible English.
The language does not need to be perfect, but it should not interfere with the scientific
understanding of the work. PLOS ONE internal editorial staff may reject submissions that do
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not meet these standards prior to any academic editor invitations. You may also issue
Revise or Reject decisions if the language quality significantly affects the scientific
understanding of the manuscript.

Appendix B. Process for Handling Submissions
Overview
Each submission to PLOS ONE passes through a rigorous quality control and peer-review
evaluation before receiving a decision. The steps of this process are illustrated in the
flowchart.

Briefly, all submissions first undergo an initial staff quality control check, during which we
consider factors such as whether the manuscript falls within the PLOS ONE scope and
whether the authors obtained appropriate ethical approval. Manuscripts that pass this step
proceed to the Academic Editor invitation step.
When you agree to handle the manuscript, you first conduct an independent evaluation of
the work, considering PLOS ONE publication criteria and other policies, and determine
whether it should be sent for external evaluation. The vast majority of PLOS ONE
submissions are seen by at least two external reviewers, although if you identify major
fundamental flaws upon initial evaluation, rejection without review may be the most
appropriate action.
If the manuscript is sent for external review, you must then identify and invite suitable
reviewers, monitor the review process, and evaluate the reviews when they are submitted to
determine when it is time to make a decision.
When you are ready to make a decision, either with or without external reviews, you must
write a customised decision letter and submit the decision via Editorial Manager. To ensure
consistency in the application of our publication criteria and in the quality of feedback to
authors, PLOS ONE staff may review decision letters and contact you to discuss aspects of
a decision for a specific manuscript.
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Most PLOS ONE submissions:
● Are evaluated by two external peer reviewers.
● Go through one round of revision if ultimately accepted.
Approximately 50% of PLOS ONE submissions are eventually accepted for publication.
If the decision is Accept or Revise, the staff will conduct another manuscript quality check
that includes the financial disclosure, competing interests, ethics, and data availability
statements. If they identify any necessary changes or require further information, they will
add these requests to the decision letter before it is sent to the author. For Accept decisions,
they will work with the authors to make sure these changes are made before the manuscript
proceeds to the production process. For Revise decisions, staff will check the revised
manuscript upon resubmission to confirm that the necessary changes have been made.
The cycles of manuscript review and revision will continue until the manuscript is accepted
or rejected.

Technical Check
Each submission is subjected to in-house technical checks, during which staff consider
issues such as:
● Ethical requirements for studies involving human participants or animals
● Compliance with data deposition standards
● Scope
● English language level
Technical checks are conducted at the following points:
● Upon submission, at which point the manuscript may be returned to the authors for
additional information before proceeding to Academic Editor assignment.
● When you render a first decision, at which point the staff may include requests for
additional information regarding these technical issues in the decision letter (this
check does not include an evaluation of your work or decision).
● When an author resubmits a revised manuscript at which point the staff determine
whether the authors sufficiently addressed any technical queries included in the
previous decision letter.
● When you render an accept decision, at which point the staff conduct a final technical
check to ensure that the manuscript meets all of our formatting and editorial
guidelines.

Academic Editor Assignment
Once a manuscript has passed the first technical check, Academic Editors are invited to
handle the submission via email. You are not assigned to a manuscript without your
agreement.

Subject Area Matching
To match you to appropriate manuscripts, journal staff need some information about your
areas of expertise.
When you join the Editorial Board, we gather at least ten papers you’ve authored. The PLOS
Match algorithm compares them against the submitted manuscripts to generate a similarity
score. The first rounds of invitations are sent out in an automated manner starting from the
highest similarity scores.
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As part of the onboarding process, you also add classification terms (PLOS taxonomy) and
keywords (free text) to your Editorial Manager profile that contribute to the matching
algorithm. Classification terms can also be ranked “high” or “low” depending on familiarity
with the subject area. You can update these terms at any time.

Sending Invitations
We use the PLOS Match algorithm to build a queue of potential Academic Editors for each
submission. The order of the queue depends on subject area expertise, and also takes into
account whether you've specified any Unavailable Dates.
Academic Editors from the queue receive email invitations sequentially each day. If an
Academic Editor declines to handle the submission, this also triggers a new invitation. Each
invitation includes links to either agree or decline to handle the manuscript. You can also
agree or decline these invitations through the “New Invitations” folder on your Editorial
Manager homepage. Note that, after the first day there are multiple “active” invitations, so it’s
possible that another Academic Editor will agree to handle the manuscript. It may take a
week or two for all the Academic Editors in the queue to receive invitations.
If PLOS Match is unable to find an Academic Editor to handle a submission, PLOS ONE
staff will continue the search manually.

Preprints
PLOS encourages authors to post preprints as a way to accelerate the dissemination of
research. Authors of manuscripts in biology and the life sciences have the option to
concurrently post their manuscript to the bioRxiv preprint server as part of PLOS ONE initial
submission.
You’ll be notified via email if handling a manuscript with a bioRxiv preprint.
We encourage you to consider comments and feedback available on the preprint record to
inform your decision, and where relevant, you’re free to incorporate those comments in your
feedback to authors.

Finding and Inviting Reviewers
Most accepted manuscripts are evaluated by two external reviewers. At least one reviewer is
needed for all Accept decisions.

Tips and Tricks for Identifying Suitable Reviewers
If the manuscript is very close to your own area of expertise, you may already have potential
reviewers in mind. If not, you’ll need to search related scientific literature to find researchers
with expertise in the manuscript’s area. Use search engines and other resources to identify
authors of related literature who are best able to comment on the submitted work.
Broader web search: Using resources such as PubMed, Google Scholar, and
ResearchGate, you can find articles similar to the one you’re working on.
References: The most relevant articles in the literature will be cited by the authors in the
manuscript itself.
Additional tips and resources:
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Early career researchers tend to have more time and willingness to review than
senior researchers
On average, plan to invite 6-7 reviewers to secure two, but this varies by subject
area.
Use the “alternate reviewer function” in Editorial Manager to queue pending reviewer
invites, reducing rounds of searching for each manuscript
This recorded Finding Reviewers Webinar co-presented by a PLOS ONE Staff Editor
and Section Editor covers what makes a good reviewer, how to build a reviewer
search strategy, and assess reviewer suitability
The PLOS Reviewer Center has journal-agnostic resources for your reviewers (sent
out automatically in all reviewer invites)

To add a potential reviewer who isn’t in the journal’s database, include at minimum their full
name, country, and current email address.
It’s important that you double check the author list and affiliations in order to prevent inviting
reviewers who may have competing interests.

The Structured Reviewer Form
PLOS ONE reviewers are required to answer a few specific questions in addition to the
standard review. These questions are intended to facilitate editorial decision-making by
helping the reviewers focus on PLOS ONE’s publication criteria.
The questions are:
● Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?
Answer options: Yes, No, Partly
● Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?
Answer options: Yes, No, I don’t know, N/A
● Does the manuscript adhere to standards in this field for data availability?
Answer options: Yes, No
● Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?
Answer options: Yes, No
The form also includes an optional space for reviewers to sign their name, to be shared with
the author. PLOS ONE encourages transparency in peer review.
Finally, the form includes two optional questions about whether the work should be featured
on the journal website if published. The answers to these questions aren’t considered when
making editorial decisions, but are part of our efforts to develop tools to highlight specific
content.
Read more about our Guidelines for Reviewers on our website.

Writing Decision Letters
You’re responsible for writing the decision letters sent to authors, using the template text
provided by Editorial Manager. When submitting your decision, you’ll modify this text to
contain clear, specific feedback about how the manuscript does or does not meet the PLOS
ONE publication criteria and what changes are required for revisions. The decision letter
should also explain any inconsistency between the decision rendered and the reviewer
comments. Below are two sample decision letters.
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Throughout your evaluation, keep in mind that your decision letter may be published if the
manuscript you are handling is accepted and the authors choose to publish their peer review
history.

Sample rejection letter
Dear Dr. [Last Name],
Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we
have decided that your manuscript does not meet our criteria for publication and must
therefore be rejected.
Your manuscript has been reviewed by two experts in the field and their comments are
appended below. Substantive concerns were raised over a number of critical issues.
Several lines of new experiments are required before the paper could be reconsidered for
publication. The opinion received from the reviewers and my own evaluation support my
decision. Specifically these are the major criticisms from my evaluation:
●
●
●
●

A more adequate statistical analysis is needed.
Results should be reorganized. Specifically, data are difficult to read in tables I
and III. Table III: p values should be included.
All over the manuscript, the corresponding number should be given for each
percentage, and percentages should be accurately expressed with decimals.
The text of the manuscript should be rewritten since introduction, results,
discussion are sometimes mixed.

Please disregard reviewer 2’s comments about impact and significance. This was not a
reason for this decision, as PLOS ONE does not consider impact.
I am sorry that we cannot be more positive on this occasion, but hope that you appreciate
the reasons for this decision.
Yours sincerely,
Your Name
Academic Editor, PLOS ONE

Sample major revision letter
Dear Dr. [Last Name],
Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we
feel that it has merit, but is not suitable for publication as it currently stands. Therefore, my
decision is "Major Revision.” We invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript
that addresses the points below:
I am returning your manuscript with three reviews. The reviewers came to different
conclusions about the paper, as you will see. After reading the reviews and looking at the
manuscript, I am afraid that I have to concur with the more critical review. I am sorry I
cannot be more positive at the moment, but as I have noted, all is not lost. It requires a lot
of work and a major revision that I believe that you need more time to work on the
manuscript for a resubmission if you so wish to do so.
Note that it will have to go through the second round of review.
Please pay attention to the following reviewer suggestions and give them due
consideration.
You must provide data on the nature and effectiveness of 'other effective methods',
otherwise your paper cannot be accepted. Please include a table of these other methods
for easy reference.
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We encourage you to submit your revision within sixty days of the date of this decision.
When your files are ready, please submit your revision by logging on to
http://pone.edmgr.com/ and following the Submissions Needing Revision link. Do not
submit a revised manuscript as a new submission.
If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated
statement in your cover letter.
Please also include a rebuttal letter that responds to each point brought up by the
Academic Editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as a Response to
Reviewers file.
In addition, please provide a marked-up copy of the changes made from the previous article
file as a Manuscript with Tracked Changes file. This can be done using 'track changes' in
programs such as MS Word and/or highlighting any changes in the new document.
If you choose not to submit a revision, please notify us.
Yours sincerely,
Your Name
Academic Editor, PLOS ONE

Production and Publication
Immediately after acceptance, a manuscript goes through a final technical check to ensure
that all formatting and editorial requirements have been met. These checks allow the journal
office to confirm with authors that all metadata is correct (e.g. funding statement, competing
interests), and to format the manuscript text and figures in line with production requirements.
During this check, authors will likely receive requests to reformat their manuscripts to
address issues including figure quality, table formatting, and equation and algorithm
formatting. If authors make any additional revisions beyond the formatting requests, you
might be asked to review and approve the changes.
Once these checks are complete, the manuscript is passed through to production. The
production process primarily involves XML and PDF typesetting and a final quality control
check.
After acceptance, authors may not see the manuscript again until it’s published, so it’s
critical that Academic Editors only submit an accept decision when the manuscript is ready
for publication exactly as it is. If an Academic Editor is almost ready to accept the paper
but requires that the authors make small changes to the content of the manuscript, they
should submit a minor revision decision instead.
Depending on the amount of time needed for authors to make formatting changes, a
manuscript will generally pass from acceptance straight through to publication in about three
weeks. Our articles are also archived in PubMed Central within about two weeks of
publication.

Post-Publication Activity
Post-Publication Discussion
We encourage post-publication discussion at PLOS ONE. We want Academic Editors and
readers to feel free to post a comment on published articles, sharing thoughts about the
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strengths and weaknesses of the paper. You can start these discussions on the Comments
tab of the article page after signing into the PLOS ONE publication website (using your
PLOS Profile). Comments from the paper’s Academic Editor help to promote reader
participation and can add critical insights and interpretation to the published paper.
We also appreciate tweets (follow us at @PLOSONE) and blog posts.

Corrections
If you notice an error in a published PLOS ONE article, please let us know by contacting
our corrections team at corrections@plos.org.
In some cases, errors noticed by the authors or concerns about misconduct can arise after
publication. These issues may reach PLOS ONE staff attention via authors, Academic
Editors, or readers through email or the online commenting system. We evaluate each case
to decide which type of correction we’ll publish. We also consider how it would best be
corrected on the PLOS journal website as well as in the external archives that PLOS shares
records with (e.g. PubMed Central and PubMed/MEDLINE). If a requested correction might
affect (or appear to affect) the sense or meaning of the scientific content, we’ll seek approval
for the request correction from the original Academic Editor. We might also reach out to
another Academic Editor if the original editor isn’t available. If the requested correction
involves confidential or copyrighted information that has been published, we may need to
republish the article to remove this information.

Type of
Correction

Issue

On PLOS site

Note

Does not significantly
affect scientific
understanding of article or
publication record.
Does not significantly
affect scientific
understanding of article or
publication record
(introduced by PLOS).
Significantly affects the
scientific understanding of
article and/or publication
record.
Cannot clearly determine
whether concerns affect
scientific understanding of
article or indicate potential
misconduct.
Overall findings of the
article are not reliable,
either for genuine error or
misconduct.
Confidential or
copyrighted information,
serious typesetting errors
that interfere with

Author submits online
comment attached to
article.

Publisher’s
Note

Formal
Correction

Expression of
Concern

Retraction

Notice of
Republication

PubMed, PubMed
Central and
MEDLINE
Not corrected

PLOS submits online
comment attached to
article.

Not corrected

PLOS publishes
correction linked to
original article.

Correction indexed
and linked to
original article.

PLOS publishes
expression of
concern linked to
original article.

Expression of
concern indexed
and linked to
original article.

PLOS publishes
retraction linked to
original article.

Retraction indexed
and linked to
original article.

Original paper
replaced with an
updated version and
accompanying Notice
of Republication

Notice of
Republication
indexed and linked
to original article
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PLOS participates in the CrossMark service, a way for readers to locate the most
up-to-date version of an article. The CrossMark logo is displayed both on the
HTML and PDF version of the article. Readers can click on the CrossMark logo to
be alerted to any updates (e.g. corrections, retraction or expressions of concern).
In addition, formal corrections, expressions of concern, and retractions are published in
PubMed Central (PMC) archive and reflected in the PubMed/MEDLINE databases.
PLOS ONE is committed to investigating allegations of publication misconduct and ethics
violations, both before and after publication. We reserve the right to contact authors’
institutions, funders, or regulatory bodies if needed. If we find conclusive evidence of
misconduct or ethics issues, the journal will take steps to correct the scientific record, which
may include issuing an expression of concern, a correction, or a retraction.

Appendix C. Required Information for PLOS ONE Submissions
Because PLOS ONE spans a broad range of subject areas, the journal has very few
requirements that apply to every manuscript. However, every manuscript must include the
following in order to be considered for publication.

Manuscript Organization and Formatting
All submissions must describe methods in detail, and discuss background and related
literature. Otherwise, authors may choose the section headings and manuscript organization
that best describes their work. There is no limit to the length or number of figures or tables
(within reason). Manuscripts can include Supporting Information files, but because we don’t
have length restrictions, we encourage authors to include as much information as possible in
the manuscript itself.

Funding Statement
Authors must include a full declaration of the funding sources for the study. This funding
statement will be published with the manuscript if accepted.

Competing Interest Declaration
Authors must include a statement disclosing any potential competing interests.This
competing interest declaration will be published with the manuscript if accepted.

Ethics Statement
We ask authors to provide an ethics statement regarding any ethical approval they may have
received for the work, e.g., from an Institutional Review Board (IRB) for human studies or an
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) for animal studies. This statement
should also be included in the “Methods” section of the manuscript. For work that doesn’t
require ethical oversight, authors may declare “N/A.”

Data Availability Statement
Authors must include a data availability statement that describes how they are adhering to
the PLOS Data Availability policy by providing details on how readers can access the data.
This statement will be published with the manuscript if accepted.
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Optional ̶ Opposed Reviewers
Authors may oppose reviewers. While we don’t guarantee that we’ll honor these requests,
we encourage Academic Editors to avoid inviting opposed reviewers unless absolutely
necessary.

Appendix D. Other Article Types

Registered Reports
Registered Reports are a form of preregistered research. They are primary research studies
that undergo peer review prior to conducting experiments, data collection, or analysis.
At PLOS ONE, Registered Report assessment takes place in two stages and result in two
linked publications:
● Registered Report Protocol: a detailed study protocol discussing the rationale,
timeline, proposed methodology for data collection and analysis, and ethical approval
for the work. Peer review aims to ensure that the study design is scientifically
rigorous and that the planned research will meet PLOS ONE’s publication criteria.
Accepted protocols are published in the journal and receive an in-principle accept for
a future article reporting the results of the study.
● Registered Report: a complete Research Article describing the full study and its
findings. Peer review focuses on adherence to the approved protocol and the
appropriateness of any deviations.
Below is the workflow for authors. Since both stages will be individually peer-reviewed, each
decision letter, with reviewer comments, will be eligible for published peer review history.
The two published outputs will also be crosslinked on our site, providing readers a full picture
of the study’s progression from its inception to the results.

Editorial Process
Manuscript Invitations
●

●

Look for the article type in manuscript invitations. After you accept a Registered
Report Protocol or Registered Report invitation, there will also be a note from staff in
the Information for Editor section of the confirmation email and manuscript Details
page.
Preferably, the same Academic Editor will handle both the Protocol and the Report
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Initial Assessment
●

Evaluate the submission against the publication criteria and submission guidelines
specific to Registered Reports and decide whether to:
➔ Reject without review
➔ Invite reviewers to peer review the protocol

●

Note that the parts of Registered Report Protocol submissions will be different than a
Research Article. Read the full submission guidelines for authors to familiarize
yourself with this article type.

Peer Review
●
●

●

●

Registered Report Protocols must be reviewed by at least one external reviewer
prior to acceptance for publication
External review is expected for Registered Report submissions as well. Preferably,
the same reviewer(s) that commented on the Registered Report Protocol will be
invited to review the corresponding Registered Report.
○ Regardless of whether you handled the Registered Report Protocol or not,
you will have access to the Protocol and its history, including all reviews.
If the Protocol contained possible conclusions and these conclusions were assessed
during peer review of the Registered Report Protocol, you may be able to dispense
with external review at the Registered Report stage.
There are specific reviewer guidelines and forms for Registered Reports. Reviewers
are asked to consider:
Registered Report Protocol
● Is the rationale for the proposed
study clear and valid?
● Is the protocol technically
sound? Will it effectively achieve
its aims, and test the stated
hypotheses?
● Is the methodology feasible and
detailed enough to make the
work replicable?
Preview the Protocol Reviewer Form (PDF)

Registered Report
● Have the authors followed the
procedures outlined in their
Registered Report Protocol? If
not, do the changes make
sense?
● Are there any additional
experiments or exploratory
results not outlined in the
Registered Report Protocol? If
so, were they reasonable and
methodologically sound?
● Are the conclusions supported
by the data, and do they address
the hypothesis from the original
Registered Report Protocol?
Preview the Registered Report Reviewer
Form (PDF)
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Editorial Decisions
When writing your decision letter, use the publication criteria modifications for Registered
Reports.

Resubmission/Appeals
Authors can resubmit Registered Report Protocols and Registered Reports and/or appeal
decisions as with any other submission. If authors submit a Registered Report before
obtaining all necessary data, contrary to what had been planned in their Protocol, you can
decide either to issue a major revision decision or to reject the submission.
A reject decision will not be reconsidered if it is due to failure to complete work as outlined in
the Protocol. Conversely, final submissions should not be rejected if authors did conduct
their research as planned per an accepted Protocol.

Publication Criteria - Registered Reports
Registered Report Protocols
Registered Report Protocols should be assessed against our editorial scope and our
publication criteria, although there are nuances related to criteria 1 and 4: Registered Report
Protocols don’t report results from completed research (criterion 1) and except for pilot or
preliminary data, don’t include conclusions based on completed research results (criterion
4). All other publication criteria will apply as normal.
●

●

Criterion 1: Restrictions on scope listed still apply. Registered Report Protocols
should describe the protocol for a study in the natural sciences, medical research,
engineering, as well as the related social sciences and humanities that will contribute
to the base of academic knowledge. Registered Report Protocols should not be
protocols for reviews, case reports, essays, or items of secondary literature, but can
be about systematic reviews, qualitative research, etc. Registered Report Protocols
submissions can be about exploratory research.
Criterion 4: Although Registered Report Protocols should not include conclusions
about data not yet obtained, they can indicate what possible conclusions the data
collection and analysis may enable. Registered Report Protocols submissions may
include pilot data, provided they are described as such, and the pilot data are
previously unpublished.

Registered Reports
PLOS ONE publication criteria apply to the Registered Report submission in the same
manner as any other Research Article.
Deviations from the corresponding Registered Report Protocol should be identified as such
and justified in the Registered Report submission; reviewers should be asked to assess the
appropriateness of these deviations. Any deviation from the Registered Report Protocol can
invalidate the in-principle acceptance of the final report given after the review of the
Registered Report Protocol.
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Lab Protocols
Developed in partnership with protocols.io, Lab Protocols describe, reusable methodologies.
They consist of two interlinked components:
1. A step-by-step protocol posted to protocols.io
2. A peer-reviewed PLOS ONE article contextualizing the protocol

Editorial Process
Manuscript Invitations

●

Look for the article type in manuscript invitations. After you accept a Lab Protocol
invitation, there will also be a note from staff in the Information for Editor section of
the confirmation email and manuscript Details page.

Initial Assessment
●

Evaluate the submission against the publication criteria and submission guidelines
specific to Lab Protocols and decide whether to:
➔ Reject without review
➔ Invite reviewers to peer review the protocol

●

Note that the parts of Lab Protocol submissions will be different than a Research
Article. Read the full submission guidelines for authors to familiarize yourself
with this article type.
○ Lab Protocols will have Expected Results instead of Results and Discussion
sections
○ The Materials and Methods section will be very short. The step-by-step
protocol, equivalent to the Methods section, will be a supporting information
file (and eventually hosted on protocols.io if published).

Peer Review
●

●

As Lab Protocols report methods that have already been shown to work in the
literature, you will typically only need one external reviewer and at most one round
of revision unless you feel further subject matter input and revision is necessary
There are specific reviewer guidelines and forms for Lab Protocols. Reviewers are
asked to consider:
1. Does the Lab Protocol add to the published literature?
2. Have the authors provided evidence that the methods described in the
protocol have been previously validated i.e., used to generate data in at least
one peer-reviewed publication?
3. Is the step-by-step protocol described in sufficient detail that another
researcher could reproduce the experiments and analyses?
4. If the manuscript contains new data, have the authors made this data fully
available?
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Preview the Lab Protocol reviewer form (PDF)

Editorial Decisions
●

Combine the reviewer comments with your own assessment of the manuscript to
issue a decision and be sure to provide context to the authors:
➔
➔
➔
➔

Accept
Minor Revision
Major Revision
Reject*
*If appropriate, you can issue an “open reject”, inviting the authors to substantially
revise and then resubmit their manuscript

Publication Criteria - Lab Protocols
Below are the publication criteria for Lab Protocols with comparison notes to the standard
PLOS ONE publication criteria. Use these, reviewer comments, and the author submission
guidelines to justify decisions on a manuscript.
1. The article presents a step-by-step protocol which adds value to the published.
literature.
(moderately different than standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 1)
We welcome protocols describing experimental or computational techniques from all subject
areas covered by the journal, including the natural sciences, medicine and engineering, as
well as the related social sciences. Published protocols must be of utility to the research
community - protocols of routine methods, or extensions or modifications of these that do not
add value to the literature, will not be considered.
2. The protocol has not been published elsewhere.
(similar to standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 2 with more detail provided)
PLOS ONE does not accept for publication protocols that have already been published, in
whole or in part, elsewhere in the peer-reviewed literature. All figures included in
manuscripts should be original, and should not have been published in any previous
publications.
In addition, we will not consider submissions that are currently under consideration for
publication elsewhere.
PLOS supports authors who wish to share their work early through deposition of research in
suitable repositories. We will consider manuscripts that have been deposited in repositories
or preprint servers, published as part of a thesis, or presented at conferences.
3. The protocol describes a validated method.
(different completely; replaces standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 4 that pertains to
results)
Protocols should already have been demonstrated to work in the published literature. Before
the manuscript is accepted for publication, authors must provide at least one supporting
peer-reviewed publication in which the protocol was applied to generate data.
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Authors may optionally provide minimal new data relevant to the development of the
protocol, for example as part of additional benchmarking, validation, or troubleshooting.
Manuscripts reporting new methods should be submitted as a research article, and adhere
to the PLOS ONE submission guidelines for articles that present new methods, software,
databases, or tools.
4. The protocol is described in sufficient detail.
(similar to standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 3 with more detail provided)
Descriptions of methods and reagents should be reported in sufficient detail for another
researcher to reproduce all experiments and analyses. The complete step-by-step protocol
must be provided as a Supporting Information file on submission, and hosted on protocols.io
before acceptance. PLOS ONE is piloting a partnership with protocols.io to host all step-bystep protocols, which are associated with Lab Protocol Articles, on protocols.io.
The protocol should describe the appropriate controls, sample sizes, and replication needed
to ensure that the data are robust and reproducible.
5. The article is presented in an intelligible fashion and is written in standard English.
(same as standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 5)
6. The research meets all applicable standards for the ethics of experimentation and
research integrity.
(same as standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 6)
7. The article adheres to appropriate reporting guidelines and community standards
for data availability.
(same as standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 7)

Study Protocols
Study Protocols describe detailed plans and proposals for research projects that have not
yet generated results. They consist of a single peer-reviewed article on PLOS ONE that can
be referenced in future papers.

Editorial Process
Manuscript Invitations

●

Look for the article type in manuscript invitations. After you accept a Study Protocol
invitation, there will also be a note from staff in the Information for Editor section of
the confirmation email and manuscript Details page.
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Initial Assessment
●

Evaluate the submission against the publication criteria and submission guidelines
specific to Study Protocols and decide whether to:
➔ Reject without review
➔ Accept without review*
*If you have the relevant expertise to evaluate the subject matter and methodology.
This is different than for Research Articles.

➔ Invite reviewers to peer review the protocol
●

Note the parts of Study Protocol submissions will be different than a Research
Article. Read the full submission guidelines for authors to familiarize yourself
with this article type.
○ Study Protocols will not have a Results section

Peer Review
●
●

You can issue an Accept decision for Study Protocols without external review if you
have the relevant expertise to evaluate the subject matter and methodology
There are specific reviewer guidelines and forms for Study Protocols. Reviewers are
asked to consider:
1. Is the rationale for the proposed study clear and valid?
2. Is the protocol technically sound? Will it effectively achieve its aims, and test
the stated hypotheses or research question?
3. Is the methodology feasible? Are sufficient details provided to allow
replication of the work or comparison with related analyses?
4. Is the planned statistical analysis appropriate?
5. Is the writing clear and precise?
6. Have relevant guidelines been followed (for example, SPIRIT guidelines for
clinical trial protocols, PRISMA-P guidelines for systematic reviews and metaanalyses)?
Study protocols may be for planned or ongoing research. If recruitment or data
collection has begun, please assess whether these are appropriate. If more than
minor changes are needed to these areas, the protocol should be rejected. For
ongoing research, the focus of the review should be on reporting and how data will
be analyzed. Study Protocols for research that has been completed should be
rejected. Study Protocols for research that has finished participant recruitment or
data collection should be rejected, as should protocols for systematic reviews that
have completed data extraction. Analysis of preliminary or pilot data may be
included, but only if necessary to support the feasibility of the study or as a proof of
principle.
Preview the Study Protocol reviewer form (PDF)

Editorial Decisions
●

Combine the reviewer comments with your own assessment of the manuscript to
issue a decision and be sure to provide context to the authors:
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Accept
Minor Revision
Major Revision
Reject*
*If appropriate, you can issue an “open reject”, inviting the authors to substantially
revise and then resubmit their manuscript

Publication Criteria - Study Protocols
Below are the publication criteria for Study Protocols with comparison notes to the standard
PLOS ONE publication criteria. Use these, reviewer comments, and the author submission
guidelines to justify decisions on a manuscript.
1. The Study Protocol presents a plan for original research.
(moderately different than standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 1)
PLOS ONE is designed to communicate original research. We welcome Study Protocol
submissions in the natural sciences, medical research, engineering, as well as the related
social sciences and humanities that will contribute to the base of academic knowledge. We
will consider protocols for systematic reviews and meta-analyses. Note that PLOS ONE also
offers authors the opportunity to publish Registered Report Protocols.
We will not accept protocols for studies that have already completed recruitment or data
collection. If data needs to be collected, modified or processed specifically for your study, or
if participants need to be recruited specifically for your study, then this should not have been
completed before submission of the protocol. The protocol must state whether participant
recruitment and/or data collection has already started and, if so, when it will be complete.
2. The protocol has not been published elsewhere.
(similar to standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 2 with more detail provided)
Previously Published Studies
PLOS ONE does not accept for publication protocols that have already been published, in
whole or in part, elsewhere in the peer-reviewed literature. All figures included in
manuscripts should be original, and should not have been published in any previous
publications.
We will not consider submissions that are currently under consideration for publication
elsewhere.
PLOS supports authors who wish to share their work early through deposition of manuscripts
in preprint servers. This does not impact consideration of the manuscript at any PLOS
journal. We will consider manuscripts that have been deposited in preprint servers such as
protocols.io, medRxiv, published as a thesis, or presented at conferences.
Replication Studies
If a submitted protocol plans to replicate or is very similar to previous work, authors must
provide a sound scientific rationale for the planned work and clearly reference and discuss
the existing literature. Submissions that plan to replicate or are derivative of existing work will
likely be rejected if authors do not provide adequate justification.
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3. Planned experiments, statistics, and other analyses are described in sufficient
detail and conform to community standards.
(similar to standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 3 with more detail provided)
Experiments must be described in detail, including appropriate controls and replication.
Sample sizes calculations should be described, and samples must be large enough to
produce robust results, where applicable. Methods and reagents must be described in
sufficient detail for another researcher to reproduce the experiments described. If a statistical
analysis plan has been developed as part of the study, it should be included with the
submission.
The protocol may include pilot data, provided they are described as such, and the pilot data
are previously unpublished.
4. The article is presented in an intelligible fashion and is written in standard English.
(same as standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 5)
5. The protocol meets all applicable standards for the ethics of experimentation and
research integrity.
(same as standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 6)
6. The protocol adheres to appropriate reporting guidelines and community standards
for data availability.
(same as standard PLOS ONE publication criterion 7)

Click the image below to see our quick reference guide to the PLOS ONE article types.

Appendix E. Policies for Specific Research Areas
In addition to the seven publication criteria, PLOS ONE has discipline-independent policies
regarding studies funded by tobacco companies, manuscripts disputing published work, and
related manuscripts.
Also, because PLOS ONE is a highly multidisciplinary journal covering all areas of science
and medicine, we have some policies in place that apply to specific research areas. These
include requirements for ethical approval, reporting guidelines, and other concerns. Further
guidelines on specific study types can be found here.
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General Scientific Policies
Manuscripts Disputing Published Work
PLOS ONE will consider manuscripts directly disputing previously published work only if they
satisfy the criteria for primary scientific research. These submissions must include at
minimum new analysis of existing data.
It’s our policy to invite input from the disputed author during the peer review process. This
practice aims to ensure a thorough, transparent, and productive review process. To this end,
authors are required to accept the conditions of this policy before their manuscript is
considered further. Any disputed authors who agree to review must sign their reviews and
provide a complete declaration of their potential competing interests.
PLOS ONE staff ultimately invite the review from the disputed author, and will contact you to
discuss how to proceed. If you think that a manuscript disputes previously published work
but aren’t contacted about it by our staff, please email plosone@plos.org before proceeding.
This process is handled on a case-by-case basis. In general, the disputed author is invited to
submit a review at some point after an initial impartial round of review is completed, and
perhaps following a revision. If the disputed author chooses not to submit a review, the
review process may continue as normal. If the disputed author chooses to submit a review, it
must be returned in a timely fashion so that the disputed authors can’t block publication of
the manuscript by introducing delay. The review also must be signed by the reviewer and
contain a full declaration of all competing interests. The Academic Editor can then consider
any such reviews in light of the competing interest.

Related Manuscripts
We strongly discourage the unnecessary division of related work into separate manuscripts.
We won’t consider work divided into separate manuscripts as dependent "parts." Each
submission to PLOS ONE must be written as an independent unit and can’t rely on any work
that hasn’t already been accepted for publication. If authors submit related manuscripts
to PLOS ONE, you and our staff may advise the authors to combine them into a single
manuscript. PLOS ONE has no limits on the length or number of figures or tables per
manuscript, so dividing a manuscript into multiple separate ones is unnecessary.
In addition, authors must declare any related manuscripts that are currently under
consideration for publication or in press elsewhere and provide a copy for consideration by
the staff, Academic Editor, and reviewers. In these cases, the Academic Editor should
consider whether the new submission is sufficiently different from the related manuscript to
merit publication as a full research article. If not, rejection may be appropriate.

Studies Funded by Tobacco Companies
PLOS ONE won’t consider any studies funded by tobacco companies, in part or in whole,
regardless of the content of the work. Funding includes both research costs and author
salaries, as well as researchers housed at institutes supported or sponsored by tobacco
companies. This policy is not negotiable. However, research funded by institutes supported
by tobacco taxes or similar sources will be considered for publication. Please contact us if
you suspect that a manuscript they are handling has received funding from tobacco
companies.
To learn more about the reasoning behind this policy, please read this editorial in PLOS
Medicine.
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Studies Funded by Pharmaceutical Companies
PLOS ONE will consider studies funded by pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies.
Such studies, however, may be subject to extra scrutiny and bear a heavier burden of proof
upon evaluation. We also support the GPP2 guidelines describing good publication practice
for communicating company sponsored medical research. These guidelines address issues
such as:
● How researchers and funders should work together;
● Appropriate authorship criteria and determination;
● Access to data;
● Use of professional medical writers;
● Competing interests.

Discipline-Specific Policies
Paleontology and Archaeology Research
As with all PLOS ONE submissions, manuscripts in the area of paleontology must adhere to
our criteria for sharing data and materials, reporting, and research ethics. Since this type of
work tends to be somewhat different from traditional laboratory-based research, we have
created some explicit policies:
● Sharing of data and materials. Any specimen that is erected as a new species,
described, or figured must be deposited in an accessible, permanent repository (i.e.,
public museum or similar institution).
● Reporting. Methods and specimens must be described in sufficient detail to allow
the work to be reproduced, including information regarding specimen measurements,
etc. Data sets supporting statistical and phylogenetic analyses should be provided,
preferably in a format that allows easy re-use.
● Specimen numbers and complete repository information, including museum
name and geographic location, are requirements for publication. Locality
information should be provided in the manuscript as legally allowable. Otherwise,
authors should include a statement with details about the availability of this
information to qualified researchers.
● Ethics. PLOS ONE won’t publish research on specimens that were obtained without
necessary permission or were illegally exported.

Methods, Software, Database, and Tools Papers
PLOS ONE will consider submissions that present new methods, software, or databases as
the primary focus of the manuscript if they meet the following criteria:
● Utility. The tool must be of use to the community and must present a proven
advantage over existing alternatives, where applicable. Recapitulation of existing
methods, software, or databases isn’t useful and won’t be considered for
publication. Combining data and/or functionalities from other sources may be
acceptable, but simpler instances (i.e. presenting a subset of an already existing
database) may not be considered. For software, databases, and online tools, the
long-term utility should also be discussed. This discussion may include
maintenance, the potential for future growth, and the stability of the hosting.
● Validation. Submissions presenting methods, software, databases, or tools must
demonstrate that the new tool achieves its intended purpose. If similar options
already exist, the submitted manuscript must demonstrate that the new tool is an
improvement over existing options in some way. This requirement may be met by
including a proof-of-principle experiment or analysis. If this isn’t possible, authors
can include a discussion of the possible applications and some preliminary analysis.
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Availability. Software should be open source, deposited in an appropriate archive,
and conform to the Open Source Definition. Databases must be open access and
publicly accessible; any software used to generate a database should also be open
source. If relevant, databases should be open for appropriate deposition of
additional data. Dependency on commercial software such as Mathematica and
MATLAB doesn’t preclude a paper from consideration, although complete open
source solutions are preferred. Authors should provide a direct link to the deposited
software or the database hosting site from within the paper.

Meta-Analyses of Genetic Association Studies
Meta-analyses of genetic association studies considered by PLOS ONE must follow a clearly
stated rationale and be conducted and reported according to high standards. Authors are
asked to provide the following information on submission:
1. The rationale for conducting the meta-analysis;
2. The contribution that the meta-analysis makes to knowledge in light of previously
published related reports, including other meta-analyses and systematic reviews;
3. Whether genome-wide association studies relevant to the meta-analysis have
been published and whether these were included in the analysis;
4. Full methodological details for the meta-analysis, including completion of a
checklist.
Our in-house editors will look over this information for new submissions. Meta-analyses
replicating studies in the literature without adequate justification are rejected. For those
which proceed to review, you’re encouraged to assess the information and checklist supplied
by the authors. This is a good way to evaluate whether the methodology and quality of the
reporting are up to PLOS ONE’s standards.

Appendix F. Publication Ethics
PLOS ONE is a member of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). We abide by its
Code of Conduct and aim to adhere to its best practice guidelines. You’re encouraged to
access COPE resources, including guidelines, flow charts, and case studies, to learn more
about publication ethics.

General Policies and Procedures
PLOS ONE is committed to carefully assessing allegations of publication misconduct and
ethics violations, both before and after publication.
Maintaining high ethical standards is a collaboration between the staff and Academic
Editors. Because you have subject area expertise, you’re often the first to identify potential
misconduct.
In cases where publication ethics issues arise post-publication, the journal office may
request your help in evaluating the concerns.
If you become aware of potential ethical issues, please contact us at plosone@plos.org so
we can assist.
For manuscripts that are under review, please hold off on a decision until any ethical
concerns have been resolved by the journal office.
A full review of ethical concerns may lead to:
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Rejection of a manuscript under consideration
Correction, expression of concern, or retraction of a published paper
Notifying the offending party’s institution, funding source, and/or regulatory body for
potential further investigation and/or disciplinary action

Competing Interests
Definition
A competing interest, also known as a “conflict of interest” or “COI,” is anything that could be
perceived as compromising the objective presentation, peer review, editorial decisionmaking, or publication of a manuscript. Competing interests can include personal or
professional relationships, financial interests, or other interests, and they can affect authors,
reviewers, and Academic Editors.
Academic Editors and reviewers must declare their own competing interests and if
necessary, excuse themselves from assessing a manuscript. Common reasons for editors
and reviewers to recuse themselves from the peer review process might include:
● They work at the same institution or organization as an author, currently or recently
● They collaborate with an author, currently or recently
● They have published with an author during the past 5 years
● They have held grants with an author, currently or recently
● They have a personal relationship with an author that does not allow them to
evaluate the manuscript objectively
The following are examples of possible competing interest-related breaches of publication
ethics:
● An author doesn’t fully declare a competing interest
● A reviewer evaluates a manuscript for which they have a competing interest but
doesn’t declare the competing interest on the reviewer form
● An Academic Editor handles a manuscript for which they have a competing interest

Policies and Procedures
Authors must declare any potential competing interests upon manuscript submission. This
declaration will be published with the manuscript (if accepted for publication).
Avoid inviting reviewers who have competing interests with the authors or submitted work.
Reviewers should decline invitations if they do have competing interests with the authors,
with rare exception. If a reviewer with a potential competing interest is invited, they should
declare the competing interest on the reviewer form to ensure that it’s clear to the Academic
Editor.
Academic Editors cannot handle manuscripts for which they have a competing interest.
Please also consider author and reviewer competing interests when making editorial
decisions.

Plagiarism
Definition
Plagiarism is partial or extensive reuse of existing work without proper attribution. It can refer
to using text or images from others’ work, reusing text or images from author’s own work, or
copying ideas from an existing project. Plagiarism is never acceptable.
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Policies and Procedures
All PLOS ONE submissions must be original and must fully cite all relevant background
literature that influenced the work.
PLOS ONE uses Crossref Similarity Check, powered by iThenticate, to screen manuscripts
for text overlap with previously published work. If any potential text overlap is encountered,
staff will work with the author to resolve the issue, by either having the authors remove the
overlap or rejecting the submission before it reaches an Academic Editor. Although all
manuscripts are screened at submission, Academic Editors should consider the possibility of
plagiarism in the work they review because this screening may not pick up unattributed
reuse of images or ideas with slightly modified language from the original source. If concerns
about potential plagiarism arise during the peer review process, please contact the journal
staff at plosone@plos.org.

Dual Publication and Dual Submission
Definition
Dual publication is the submission of a manuscript as original work that was previously
published elsewhere. Dual submission refers to simultaneous submission of the same
manuscript to multiple journals for consideration. Neither dual publication nor dual
submission is acceptable.

Policies and Procedures
PLOS ONE does not accept for publication studies that have already been published, in
whole or in part, elsewhere in the peer-reviewed literature, as stipulated by Publication
Criterion #2. We will consider manuscripts that have been deposited in preprint servers such
as arXiv or published in a thesis. We will also consider work that has been presented at
conferences. Upon submission, authors are required to declare that the work is not
published or under consideration elsewhere.
If an Academic Editor or reviewer has concerns about dual publication or dual submissions,
they should contact the journal staff at plosone@plos.org for guidance.

Data or Image Manipulation
Definition
Data or image manipulation is the misrepresentation of research results by changing the raw
data or images from the original experiments. Image files must not be manipulated or
adjusted in any way that could lead to misinterpretation of the information present in the
original image. Inappropriate manipulation includes but is not limited to:
● The introduction, enhancement, movement, or removal of specific feature(s) within
an image.
● Unmarked grouping of images that should otherwise have been presented separately
(for example, from different parts of the same gel, or from different gels, fields, or
exposures).
● Adjustments of brightness, contrast, or color balance that obscure, eliminate, or
misrepresent any information.
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Policies and Procedures
For manuscripts submitted on or after July 1 2019, authors must provide the original,
uncropped and minimally adjusted images supporting all blot and gel results reported in an
article’s figures and supporting information files. While it isn’t necessary to provide original
images at time of initial submission, we’ll require these files during the peer review process
or before a manuscript can be accepted.
The underlying data requirement is in place to ensure that the results are reported in a fully
transparent manner, and that readers can verify results by reviewing the primary data in its
original form. The original images also provide additional information for readers about
background within the experiment and the specificity of reagents used. Please see our blot
and gel reporting requirements for more information.
Data or image manipulation is never acceptable. If such behavior is suspected, contact us at
plosone@plos.org.

Authorship
Definition
Someone should contribute to all of the following, as outlined by the International Committee
of Medical Journal Academic Editors (ICMJE), to qualify for authorship:
● Conception and design of the work, acquisition of data, or analysis and
interpretation of data.
● Drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content.
● Final approval of the version to be published.
● Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that
questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are
appropriately investigated and resolved.
The contributions of all authors should also be described. Each author must have
participated sufficiently in the work to take public responsibility for their portions of the
content. Anyone who contributed to the work but doesn’t qualify for authorship should be
listed in the acknowledgements, and with that give permission to be listed here.
Authors who don’t comply with these requirements may be in breach of publication ethics.

Policies and Procedures
The corresponding author must specify the contributions of each author and confirm that all
authors have approved the manuscript at submission. If an authorship dispute arises during
review or after publication, we’ll review and reach out to the disputing authors. However, we
can’t adjudicate authorship disputes. If the authors can’t reach an agreement, our editors will
refer the matter to the author’s institution for resolution.

Investigations of Academic Editor Misconduct
If you face investigations at your home institution about potential misconduct, PLOS ONE
asks that you keep the journal office informed. We’ll determine if we need to take action on a
case-by-case basis.
We may also investigate Academic Editors if concerns arise about the ethical handling of
submissions. In these cases, we might contact you and any other parties involved for
statements about the matter. We’ll review these statements and determine next steps on a
case-by-case basis.
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Appendix G. Research Ethics
General Principles
We employ a few general principles to insure that all people, animals, and ecosystems are
treated ethically and legally.
Any studies with potential ethical issues must have one of the following, listed in order of
preference:
● Explicitly granted approval or exemption from oversight from an official ethics group,
such as an Institutional Review Board (IRB) for human studies or an Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) for animal studies, obtained before
beginning the study.
● A clear explanation why ethical oversight from an external body is not required (such
explanations may or may not satisfy PLOS ONE policies and will be considered by
the staff on a case-by-case basis).
As stated previously, PLOS ONE ethical criteria are in some cases more stringent than local
policies, so there may be situations when we cannot consider a manuscript for publication
for ethical reasons, even if the authors obtained approval or exemption from their local ethics
committee. Observational studies or studies with minimal intervention are more likely to be
acceptable for consideration without ethical approval than highly invasive studies.
For some types of research, such as ecological and paleontological field sampling or studies
involving non-laboratory animals, authors should be able to submit, upon request, one or
more of the following:
● A permit for the study from the relevant body in charge of the field site (e.g., for
research conducted in vulnerable ecosystems), obtained before beginning the study.
● Owner permission for any work conducted on privately owned animals, samples, or
lands (e.g., animals such as pets or farm animals or samples belonging to museums
or personal collections), obtained before beginning the study.
● Confirmation that the investigation was carried out in accordance with local laws and
regulations.
● A clear explanation why no permit or permission was required for the work and
confirmation that no endangered or vulnerable species were involved in the study
If an Academic Editor is handling a manuscript describing work that they feel does not satisfy
the PLOS ONE ethical standards, they should contact the staff at plosone@plos.org.

Human Studies
Broadly defined, human subjects research is the study of people, their biological materials,
or their personal data. Most studies involving human subjects must be approved by an
Institutional Review Board (IRB) or equivalent ethics committee(s), and must have been
conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. Authors
should be able to submit, upon request, a statement from the IRB or ethics committee
indicating approval of the research. Voluntary, informed consent from the participants is also
required.
We encourage Academic Editors to review the data to ensure that the study participant’s
privacy has been preserved. Upon acceptance of the manuscript, PLOS staff will check the
publicly available data to ensure revealing information is not published. Further guidance on
the sharing of data sets that derive from clinical studies or other work involving human
participants can be found here.
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Clinical trials are subject to additional requirements. For more information about handling
submissions describing clinical trials, please read Appendix H: Clinical Trials.

Animal Studies
Animal studies involving vertebrate species and cephalopods must be approved or granted
exemption from oversight by an Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) or
equivalent ethics committee(s), prior to the start of the study. The IACUC considers whether:
● Animals have been treated humanely
● Sufficient efforts are made to alleviate unnecessary pain and suffering
● The method of sacrifice is acceptable, if relevant
● Appropriate numbers of animals are used for the study
Possible exceptions to this rule include studies in which an animal is sacrificed without
intervention (if the method of sacrifice is acceptable) or the intervention was conducted as
part of routine care. In these cases, we work with the PLOS ONE Animal Research Advisory
Group to develop policies. Animal Research Advisory Group members may also be
consulted on individual submissions.

Non-human primates
Studies involving non-human primates must take further steps to ensure animal welfare,
including providing adequate environmental enrichment.

Humane endpoints
Manuscripts describing studies that use death as an endpoint are subject to additional
ethical considerations, and may be rejected if they lack appropriate justification for the study
or consideration of humane endpoints. More information can be found here.

Cephalopods
PLOS ONE requires that researchers conducting studies with cephalopods (octopus, squid,
and cuttlefish) receive ethical approval, although we understand that this may not yet be the
established procedure for this research community.

Cell Line Studies
Work conducted with cell lines that aren’t commercially available must fully describe the
provenance of the cell lines used. If the authors were the first to generate the cell line, they
must describe any approval obtained or explain why no approval was required. If the authors
obtained the cell line from another researcher, they must explain the efforts of the original
generator of the cell line to obtain approval. For example, to generate a cell line from human
tissue, researchers may have to obtain consent from the subject as well as IRB approval,
and they may have to obtain IACUC approval to generate a cell line from animal tissue.

Dual Use Research of Concern
PLOS recognizes that certain biological research could potentially be misused to pose a
biological threat to public health and/or national security. As a general rule, we believe that
the benefits of publishing scientific work outweigh the potential risks in the vast majority of
cases. However, we reserve the right to consider the potential risks of publishing
submissions describing such dual use research of concern. In addition to the usual scientific
scrutiny, these submissions may be referred to an internal PLOS Dual Use Committee for
consideration.
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When handling a manuscript describing such dual use research of concern, please feel free
to contact the staff at plosone@plos.org at any point with any questions or concerns.

Appendix H. Clinical Trials
Definition
PLOS ONE adheres to the World Health Organization’s definition of a clinical trial as “any
research study that prospectively assigns human participants or groups of humans to one or
more health-related interventions to evaluate the effects on health outcomes… Interventions
include but are not restricted to drugs, cells and other biological products, surgical
procedures, radiologic procedures, devices, behavioral treatments, process-of-care
changes, preventive care, etc.”
We ensure clinical trials are clearly labeled before being assigned to Academic Editors. In
many cases it’s clear whether or nor a manuscript is a clinical trial, but there are some
borderline cases. If you believe the manuscript has been misclassified either as a clinical
trial or as a standard research article, please contact us at plosone@plos.org.

Policies and Procedures
Manuscripts describing clinical trials are subjected to greater scrutiny than other submission
types.
Clinical trials must be registered in a WHO or ICMJE-approved registry. Trials should be
registered prospectively (prior to patient recruitment). Authors must provide a clear
explanation for any trials that aren’t prospectively registered. The registration number will be
published with the manuscript if it’s accepted.
Authors must include a copy of the trial protocol that was submitted to the IRB. We ask you
to compare this protocol to the methods and results reported in the manuscript to confirm
that the researchers adhered to the IRB-approved procedure. The protocol is also published
with the manuscript if it’s accepted. Any deviations from the original protocol should be
explained in the manuscript and the registry.
Authors must submit a completed CONSORT checklist (or TREND checklist, if the study was
a non-randomized controlled trial) as part of the Supporting Information. They should also
include a CONSORT participant flowchart as Figure 1.
We reserve the right to reject without review any manuscripts that don’t meet these
requirements.
Journal staff will invite a statistical reviewer to assess all clinical trial manuscripts and let you
know that we’re doing so. PLOS ONE has a Statistical Advisory Board composed of experts
in a variety of areas who work to ensure that the statistical analysis underlying all reported
clinical trial results was conducted rigorously.
In addition to the statistical review, we strongly suggest that you secure at least two reviews
from subject area experts if considering the manuscript for publication. Of course, you may
reject the submission without review if the manuscript contains fundamental flaws that make
it inappropriate for publication.
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Statistical Reviewers
Role of statistical reviewers
The journal works with a group of statisticians, which we refer to as our Statistical Advisory
Board. All clinical trials submitted to the journal are evaluated by a statistical reviewer, but
we also invite statistical input for other types of studies on an ad hoc basis - typically
systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and large epidemiological studies (e.g. case-control and
cohort studies). Statistical reviewers are asked to focus on improving the quality of study
reporting and the rigour and appropriateness of the statistical analysis. The average
workload for each statistical reviewer is two manuscripts per month, although they may be
invited to handle more.

Working with statistical reviewers
Listed below are some general points that statistical reviewers keep in mind. In particular,
they highlight some important areas that are often performed or reported poorly in papers
reporting results of trials. Some will also apply to other biomedical studies, and you can find
more detailed guidance for other types of studies in the references we include later on. In
every decision, statistical reviewers will note to you and in-house staff that they’ve reviewed
with the below questions in mind.
Specific points we ask statistical reviewers to note
● Is there a clear statement of the objective, source of participants, and interventions
being compared?
● Are randomization procedures fully detailed? Was the randomization likely to be
robust and was concealment of allocation adequate?
● Was blinding (of patients, physicians, and outcome assessors) used? If not, do the
authors acknowledge possible biases resulting from a lack of blinding?
● Is the study sample size properly justified (preferably with a pre-study power
calculation)?
● Does the paper report on final outcomes for the full study population, and were
outcomes and analyses pre-specified?
● For trials, check the manuscript against the trial registry record and/or the study
protocol document (available as supporting information) and ensure any
discrepancies are explained in the paper. If you are concerned about selective
reporting, comment on this in your report. We recommend taking great care with
reports that describe interim analyses or seem not to report on all primary and
secondary outcomes.
● Is the reporting of the study population adequate? Reasons for dropout and the
CONSORT flow diagram should be fully completed.
● Is reporting of harms (adverse events/side effects) adequate and balanced?
● Do the main analyses use appropriate statistical tests and are the statistical
procedures referenced or described?
● Is the correct analytical population used and do the main conclusions rest on this
analysis? In most cases (particularly effectiveness trials), this will be intention-totreat, not per-protocol.
● Are the main statistical results given using estimates of effect size and an indication
of precision (uncertainty, typically 95% confidence intervals)?
● Most guidance discourages reliance on p-values, which do not enable readers to
distinguish between "negative" and "inconclusive" results nor to draw clinically
relevant interpretations from the observed difference between groups.
● In general is statistical material presented adequately (figures, tables etc.)? Is there
appropriate correction for multiple testing? Reports should use exact p-values not
notation such as stars, N.S., non-significant, etc.
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Papers should report absolute as well as relative risks, or use numbers needed to
treat.
Do authors discuss results in a balanced way (without "spin")? Be sure to evaluate
this in the abstract, not just the full paper. Potential biases should be properly
discussed by authors.

Quick references and guidelines on good statistical reporting
● CONSORT Statement - guideline intended to improve reporting of randomized
controlled trials.
● SAMPL Guidelines - Statistical Analyses and Methods in the Published Literature
● Statistical Problems to Document and to Avoid - Vanderbilt University Department of
Biostatistics checklist for authors
● Checklists for statisticians - BMJ 1996; 312

Additional Points
We ask the reviewers to read our guidelines for reviewers online to familiarize themselves
with the scope, purpose, and editorial criteria of the journal.
The journal is particularly focused on methodological rigor and quality of reporting in making
decisions on submitted papers. We do not consider the direction of results (i.e., whether
"positive" or "negative") to be relevant to editorial decisions, providing the study is
adequately powered, well conducted, and clearly reported. We therefore ask reviewers to
disregard the direction of findings in their evaluations and submitted reports. We are looking
for a detailed review covering all aspects of quality of design, statistical analysis, and
reporting of the study.
The journal supports widely endorsed community standards for trial conduct and reporting,
such as the CONSORT Guidelines for registered clinical trials. The statistical reviewers are
encouraged to refer to the study protocol supplied by the authors and to consider issues of
reporting bias when evaluating the validity of the published paper. We ask these reviewers to
ensure they highlight any protocol deviations and whether these seem to be important or not
when providing their report to the journal.

Appendix I. Editorial Manager Manuscript Submission System
The PLOS ONE submission system is called Editorial Manager (EM). As an Academic
Editor, you’ll handle all assignments within EM. In this appendix, we provide detailed
instructions for performing your tasks as an Academic Editor within this system, including:
Getting Started
Registering and Signing In with ORCID
Setting Unavailable Dates
Responding to Invitations
Viewing Submissions and Related Information
Inviting Reviewers
Monitoring the Review Process
Submitting a Decision
You can find instructional videos for these tasks here, and the PLOS ONE Publications
Assistants are one hand to help and provide additional guidance at plosone@plos.org.

Getting Started
a) Go to: https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/
b) Use the Editor Login button to access the tasks for your editor role
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If you’re logged into EM as a reviewer or author, you’ll have to change your role to
Academic Editor using the drop down menu in the top-right hand corner of the
screen.
c) Click UPDATE MY INFORMATION from the navigation links in the top-left corner of
the page to verify that your profile information is correct.

We require a full institutional name, country, phone number and your preferred email
address(es).
d) Once you have entered all the relevant information, click Submit at the bottom of the
page to save the additions to the account.

Registering and Signing In with ORCID
PLOS is committed to Open Science, not only in the research we publish, but in the data and
metadata we make available alongside our articles. Accordingly, PLOS requires ORCID iDs
for all corresponding authors of new submissions. A unique digital identifier used to
disambiguate researchers from one another, ORCiD helps ensure that work is properly
attributed, and that researchers receive credit for everything they do. ORCiD integrates with
other identifiers (e.g., ResearcherID, Scopus, and LinkedIn) and databases (e.g.,
CrossRef) to centralize research outputs and professional profiles.
While ORCiD is currently only required for authors, we encourage you to join in by
registering for an ORCID iD and linking it to your PLOS account in Editorial Manager.
1. On the Editorial Manager sign-in page, click the green “iD” icon to open the ORCiD
pop-up window.

2. If you already have an ORCID iD, enter your iD number or email and password in the
spaces provided. To create a new account, choose “Register now” and complete the
short registration form.
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To enjoy the full benefits of ORCID integration we also recommend authorizing Crossref to
automatically update ORCID as new articles are published. This ensures that when you
publish your work with PLOS (as well as with other Crossref-member-publishers), these
articles will appear on your ORCID profile as soon as they are available online, without
requiring any manual updates.
When Crossref receives notice that a manuscript with your ORCID has been published,
you’ll receive a message in your ORCID inbox with the subject line “Add your published
works(s) to your ORCID record.” Click the “Grant permissions” button to authorize Crossref
to write to your ORCID profile.

Setting Unavailable Dates
In advance of an absence, please mark yourself as unavailable in Editorial Manager so that
we don’t invite you to handle manuscripts during this time. To do this:
a) Click UPDATE MY INFORMATION from the navigation links in the top-left corner of
the page.
b) Scroll down to the Additional Information section and click Unavailable Dates

c) Click Add New Unavailable Date
d) Enter the Start Date and End Date
e) Within the Reason field, please let us know whether you’re available to handle
revised submissions.

f)

Click Submit and then Submit again from the Update My Information page.

Responding to Invitations
When you receive an invitation to handle a manuscript, you can respond in the email
directly. However, if you’d like to see your outstanding invitations, you can do so from the
Academic Editor Main Menu.
a) Click on New Invitations to find your open invitations to handle manuscripts.
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b) From the manuscript action links, click on Yes I will take this Assignment or No I
will not take this Assignment to accept or decline the invitation.

a) If you decline an invitation, please provide the reason from the drop-down
menu on the following screen and click Submit.

One of the above options, when declining an invitation, is Not suitable for peer review. If
you choose this option, be sure to leave a reason in the free-text box below the drop-down
options. Reasons why a paper may not be suitable for peer review include:
● A section of the manuscript is missing (e.g., the figures or reference list),
though this should be fixed during our technical checks;
● The language is too poor to understand the scientific content;
● The study is redundant because it replicates previously published work, but
does not cite this work or provide adequate justification for the replication;
● There are serious methodological issues, such as inappropriate statistical tests
or the authors using cell lines known to be contaminated.
The in-house editors will check the comments, and may reject the paper if it is clear the
manuscript does not meet PLOS ONE’s publication criteria. They may also follow up for
more information.

Viewing Submissions and Related Information
Once you agree to handle a submission, it will appear in the New Assignments folder on
your Academic Editor Main Menu.
To learn about the submission:
a) Click New Assignments to access the submission.

b) Click View Submission from the manuscript action links.
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i.

You can access high-resolution versions of each figure by selecting the blue
link at the top of the page each figure appears on.
ii.
You can find Supporting Information files and Related Manuscripts (if
included) via blue links at the end of the submission PDF.
c) You can also view the author-submitted files independently through the File
Inventory action link, which will provide direct links to each component of the
submission.

d) Check the Details page by clicking Details from the manuscript action links.

i.

Check the Information for Editor box, as staff editors may leave notes here
regarding information identified during the initial internal checks of the
submission.

ii.
iii.

You can see the author’s Opposed Reviewers within the Reviewers section.
By scrolling further down, you also have access to the Additional
Information provided by the authors on submission, including the Financial
Disclosure, Competing Interests, Ethics Statement and Data Availability
Statement.

Inviting Reviewers
If you decide to send a manuscript out for review, please do so within EM.
a) Click Invite Reviewers from the manuscript action links.
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b) Click Go under Reviewer Search.

c) Search for reviewers by current email address (this is the most reliable way of
getting an up-to-date profile).

i.

List the Criterion as E-mail Address, the selector as Contains and the
Value as the email address.
ii.
To search for multiple reviewers in parallel, put OR at the end of the line and
fill in the next line for the next reviewer.
iii.
To search by name list the Criterion as Last Name, the selector as Equal to
and the Value as the last name put AND at the end of the line. Then on the
next line list the Criterion as First Name, the selector as Equal to and the
Value as the first name.
d) Select the box in the Inv. column to invite a reviewer immediately, or select the box in
the Alt. column to line up the reviewer as an alternative. Alternate reviewers are
automatically invited when reviewers decline.

e) You can continue to find reviewers using the search fields after you make initial
selections. EM will remember which reviewers you selected.
f) Once you’ve finished making your selections, click Proceed.
g) In the following page, you have the option to change the Letter selection and
Customize each letter if you’d like to add anything to the default text.

For revised manuscripts, you’ll need to change the letter selection.
If you’re re-invited a reviewer from the previous version, select Invitation: Previous
Reviewer on Revision so that reviewers are aware that they’ve previously reviewed
the article for PLOS ONE.
If you invite a new reviewer for the revised manuscript, select Invitation: New
Reviewer on Revision.
h) When you’re ready, click Confirm Selections and Proceed.

Registering a New Reviewer
Many reviewers will already be in the PLOS ONE database in EM. However, if they aren’t
already, you’ll need to register the desired reviewer prior to inviting them to review. To
register a reviewer:
a) Select Register and Select New Reviewer from the bottom of the Reviewer
Selection Summary or Search for Reviewer pages.
b) Enter the E-mail Address of your desired reviewer, and then click Submit.
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c) Then enter the First Name, Last Name and Country for the desired reviewer.

d) Once complete, select Register User and Send Letter and then Submit the
template letter.

e) You can now invite the desired reviewer using the same process as before.

Monitoring the Review Process
During the review process, you can find further information about the status of the reviews
from the Details and Reviewer Selection Summary pages.
Details
You can find further information about the status of the reviews in the Details page:
a) Select Details from the manuscripts action links.
b) Scroll down to the Reviewers section to find a list of reviewers.
c) From here you can view information such as:
i.
The Review Status
ii.
The Date Review Due
iii.
The Elapsed Days

If the PLOS ONE Team has granted a reviewer extension, they will update the Date Review
Due in this section.
Reviewer Selection Summary
The Reviewer Selection Summary provides further information about the reviewer
invitation status and the number of expected reviews.
a) Select Invite Reviewers from the manuscript action links.
b) From the top of this page, you may alter the number of required reviews from the
standard two:
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Do
not alter the other fields within the above box. If you’d like to alter the time a
reviewer has to respond to an invitation or submit their review, please contact the
PLOS ONE Team.
c) Further down, you’ll find the Selected Reviewers. From here you can:

i.
ii.

View the status of the reviewer invitations.
View the reasons for a reviewer declining, by clicking Decline Reason.

iii.

Check whether there are any outstanding Alternate Reviewers.

Submitting a Decision
Once the expected reviews have been received, you’ll be notified via email, which will
contain a link to the manuscript. Within EM, you may now find the submission within the
folder Submissions with Required Reviews Complete on your Academic Editor Main
Menu.

To view the reviews:
a) Select View Reviews and Comments from the manuscript action links.
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b) On this page, you can view the reviewers, your suggested decision and whether any
reviews have been uploaded as attachments.

Note that reviewer recommendations are for your use only; the authors will see the
comments within the review, but not the recommendation itself.
c) To view the reviewer comments, click the suggested decision type for each reviewer
individually.
d) The following page shows the completed reviewer form for that reviewer.
Once you’re ready, you can submit your decision.
a) Select Submit Editor’s Decision and Comments from the manuscript action links.

b) Select the Decision from the drop-down menu at the top of this page.
i.
DO NOT enter your comments into the Confidential Comments to Editor or
Comment to Author fields.

c) Click Proceed and then Proceed again.
d) This takes you to the editable decision letter. Modify the text as appropriate, and
remove the text starting ***ACADEMIC EDITOR: PLEASE INSERT COMMENTS
HERE…
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e) Once complete, click Submit Decision with Draft Letter

Instructional Videos
You’ll find a series of instructional videos for performing these tasks within EM in the
following links:
● How to Set Unavailability Dates in Editorial Manager
● How to Accept and Decline Invitations and Navigate Action Links
● How to Invite a Reviewer to a Manuscript Using the EM Database
● How to Register and Select a New Reviewer
● How to Invite Reviewers to a Revised Manuscript
● How to Change Reviewer Deadlines and Required Number of Reviewers
● How to Submit Your Decision in Editorial Manager

Appendix J. PLOS ONE Discourse
This private discussion forum website enables Academic Editors to engage other Editorial
Board members and journal staff in discussions about editorial process.

Getting Started
Your username for Discourse is the email address you provided upon joining the Board. To
update your profile, change your username or password, or to adjust your notification
preferences, click the circle in the top right menu, then the person icon, then select
“Preferences”.

Participating in Discussion Forums
We encourage all Academic Editors to participate in Discourse discussion forums. These
forums host active conversations about many aspects of the PLOS ONE editorial and
publication processes, including sections on peer review and post-publication issues.
You can review the existing discussion threads and join the discussion, or start a new thread
by clicking the New Topic button within each Category. There are two ways to participate in
an existing thread:
1. Click the Reply link after the original post.
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The discussion forums are appropriate for general discussions of PLOS ONE policies and
procedures. Questions regarding a specific manuscript or situation, if posted, must not
include any manuscript details and all information must be completely anonymized.
2. Click the Reply link directly from an email notification of the discussion forum activity.
To control the settings for receiving notifications about activity in the discussion forums:
● Navigate to Preferences by clicking the circle in the top right menu, then the person
icon, then select “Preferences”.
● Click Notifications
● Edit the notifications as preferred
We encourage you to subscribe to all forums to keep up-to-date with the latest news and
conversations.

Appendix K. PLOS Profile
Getting Started
You may have a PLOS profile if you’ve commented on PLOS articles previously. Otherwise
you can create one and log in here.
Once you have a profile and have selected a password, sign in and out of your account by
clicking the “sign in/out” link at the top right of any of the journal pages. To update your
profile and adjust your preferences by clicking profile at the top right of any journal page, or
by visiting this page.

Commenting
We encourage you to participate in post-publication discussion by commenting on articles
you’ve handled, as well as other articles published in your field.
To submit a comment, click the Post a new comment link on the Comments tab. If you are
not signed in to your PLOS Profile, you will be asked to sign in before proceeding.

Email Alerts
To set up alerts for newly published content, click the Profile link at the top right of any of
the journal pages and then select Alerts. Updates about the new content published in all of
the PLOS journals are available.
It is also possible to conduct an advanced search within any of the journals and save the
query to receive alerts for this specific search. Perform an advanced search by clicking the
advanced search link below the search bar on any of the journal pages or at the following
link:http://journals.plos.org/plosone/search
When the search is completed, click the Search Alert button on the right side of the screen
to set up either a weekly or monthly email alert for new articles that meet the search criteria.
These search results are also available as an RSS feed by clicking the RSS button next to
the Search Alert button. You can manage all existing search alerts by clicking Alerts on the
Profile page.
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Appendix L. The PLOS Journal Family
The PLOS Journals
PLOS publishes a suite of influential journals from all areas of science and medicine. Each
journal has unique publication criteria and editorial models. In addition to PLOS ONE, we
publish two flagship journals, PLOS Medicine and PLOS Biology, that aim to publish high
impact research in their respective fields, and four “community journals”: PLOS
Computational Biology, PLOS Genetics, PLOS Pathogens, and PLOS Neglected Tropical
Diseases (NTDs). The table below highlights the differences between these journals.
PLOS ONE
Areas covered
Editorial selection
considers impact?
Publish articles
other than primary
research?
Professional staff
editors

All science and
medicine
No

Community
Journals
Specific research
areas
Yes

PLOS Medicine, PLOS
Biology
Broad coverage of
respective disciplines
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Provide
assistance to
Academic Editors
when needed

None; Publication
staff support
volunteer Editors

Collaborate with volunteer
Editors to manage review
process and make
decisions

Transferring Submissions between Journals
PLOS strives to provide a seamless transfer between its journals. Editorial Board members
at the other PLOS journals may recommend authors submit their manuscript to PLOS ONE
in which case we will facilitate the transfer of all relevant materials.
Below is a description of the three transfer types to keep an eye out for, how to handle them,
and where to find the information you need to evaluate these submissions.

Three Transfer Types
Pre-review Transfer - Standard
During their initial assessment, before peer review, Editorial Board members of the other
PLOS journals may recommend the authors submit to PLOS ONE.
These submissions can be treated as you would any new submission: conduct an initial
assessment and determine whether to reject-without-review or invite reviewers to evaluate
the manuscript.
Pre-review Transfer - Guaranteed Peer Review
This option is only available for papers coming from PLOS Biology or PLOS Medicine. If an
Editorial Board member at PLOS Biology or PLOS Medicine believes that the submission
would be a good fit for PLOS ONE, they will offer the authors a transfer with a guarantee that
it will go out for peer review.
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As the Editorial Board member at PLOS Biology or PLOS Medicine has already conducted
the initial assessment and determined the submission meets the PLOS ONE publication
criteria, please briefly assess the manuscript and invite reviewers to further evaluate.
Post-review Transfer
After peer review, the Editorial Board members of the other PLOS journals may recommend
the authors submit to PLOS ONE.
The decision letter and reviewers’ comments will be provided. Conduct a holistic assessment
of the manuscript and reviewer and editor comments to determine whether the submission
meets PLOS ONE’s publication criteria.
➔ If it does not meet the criteria, you may issue a Reject decision without further
review.
➔ If it does or is likely to meet the criteria, you may do one of the following:
○ Issue a decision based on the current reviews - Minor Revision, Major
Revision, Accept, Open Reject
○ Re-invite the previous reviewers from the transferring journal (names and
contact information will be provided)
○ Invite additional reviewers of your choosing

Where to find information
●
●

●

The manuscript invitation email will note that it is a transfer.
In the email you receive after accepting the manuscript invitation, the Information
for Editor section will also note that it is a transfer, and specify if the authors have
been guaranteed external review. If it’s a Post-review Transfer, you will also find the
names and contact information of the reviewers from the transferring journal.The
Details page has the same Information for Editor text.
You’ll find the decision letter and reviewer comments, if applicable, from the
transferring journal in the History link.

The PLOS Business Model
PLOS is a not-for-profit Open Access publisher. Among other things, this descriptor means
that all of our content is free to readers. We never charge subscription fees to read our
papers. When a manuscript is accepted for publication, authors must pay a publication fee.
There is no submission fee. Read more about the publication fees for all journals.

Global Pricing Initiative
PLOS is committed to the widest possible global participation in Open Access publishing. To
this end, authors’ research that is funded primarily (50% or more of the work contained
within the article) by an institution or organization from eligible low- and middle-income
countries will receive partial (group 2 countries) or full (group 1 countries) fee funding paid by
the PLOS Global Participation Initiative (GPI).

PLOS Publication Fee Assistance
PLOS believes that lack of funds should not be a barrier to Open Access publication. The
Publication Fee Assistance (PFA) program is intended for authors who are unable to pay all
or part of their publication fees and can demonstrate financial need. Authors must apply for
Publication Fee Assistance at time of submission through the manuscript system.
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Editorial Independence
All editorial decisions are made completely independently of any financial considerations.
None of the authors’ financial information is shared with any editor before, during, or after
the peer review process.

Open Access
PLOS applies the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license to works we publish.
This license was developed to facilitate Open Access – namely, free immediate access to
and unrestricted reuse of original works of all types. Under this license, the authors retain
ownership of the copyright for their content but agree to make articles legally available for
reuse, without permission or fees, for virtually any purpose, including commercial use.
Anyone may copy, distribute or reuse these articles, as long as the author and original
source are properly cited. As such, we cannot publish any previously copyrighted materials,
with few exceptions.
Open Access encompasses a number of issues, including author rights, reader rights, and
machine readability. Learn more about the spectrum of Open Access with the
“HowOpenIsIt?” pamphlet.

Innovations in Publishing
PLOS aims to develop innovations in scholarly publishing that will improve scientific
communication. These efforts are ongoing; a subset of our projects are discussed below.

Post-Publication Interactions
Publishing the article is the beginning of an ongoing conversation about the work. We aim to
capture some of that activity through article-level metrics – data about the number of times
the article was viewed, downloaded, bookmarked, and shared in various ways – and public
comments.
Article-Level Metrics, or ALMs, offer a mechanism to determine the real significance of an
individual article instead of relying on coarser measures like in which journal it was
published. Our “Search” feature allows users to filter their results based on certain ALMs.
We are constantly working to improve our ALMs by adding new types of usage to track and
providing benchmarking measurements that allow users to compare ALMs across different
articles more accurately.
Users may post comments on any of our published articles. With this feature, we aim to give
readers from around the world a way to communicate about work in their fields and so foster
a productive, collaborative space for critical discussion of the literature. Users may post
questions for the authors, to which the authors frequently respond, or general comments or
feedback about the work. We hope that this public discussion forum about published work
will help make scientific communication more effective and efficient.

Appendix M. PLOS ONE Staff
PLOS ONE staff members include the Staff Editors, Editorial Board Services, and Editorial
Operations team in the PLOS UK (Cambridge) and US (San Francisco) offices.
You’ll interact regularly with the publishing team on a variety of issues, from requesting new
passwords to questions about peer reviewers. The Editorial team, who mostly come from a
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research background, are also on hand to assist you with inquiries related to science and
publication ethics.
Staff members:
● Check submissions for basic requirements, provide support to Academic Editors,
monitor schedules, review decision letters, and perform a variety of other tasks.
● Provide training about how to use our Editorial Manager system to manage external
reviewers and give authors a first decision (accept, minor revision, major revision,
reject) within one month of submission.
● Check the research and publication ethics before sending submissions out to the
review, when a revision is received, and after acceptance.
● Follow all Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) procedures when investigating
cases related to publication ethics.
The best way to reach anyone at PLOS ONE is to send an email to plosone@plos.org.
Please contact us with any of the following concerns and questions:
● Research and/or publication ethics. We may need to take further action to resolve
concerns.
● A competing interest identified personally or among the authors and reviewers at any
point in the editorial process.
● Any kind of dispute with authors, reviewers, or readers.
● If a manuscript disputes the published literature.
● Any communication about the manuscript that is uncomfortable or inappropriate.
● Any unusual concern where a discussion on how to proceed might be helpful.
● With questions about journal policy.
● To give feedback and suggestions for improving the peer review process and our
ongoing program of research.
● To recommend a colleague to the Editorial Board.

Appendix N. FAQs
How is PLOS ONE different than other journals?
At PLOS ONE, we accept all papers that report correctly on well-performed science and
come to conclusions that are supported by data. We then allow the wider community to
determine the paper’s importance and significance.
How do Academic Editors find peer reviewers?
It is possible to select reviewers in a number of ways, including finding authors of related
literature using a number of different search engines and resources.
When do I contact journal staff?
You may contact journal staff at any time about manuscripts submitted to PLOS ONE by
sending an email to plosone@plos.org.
To recommend a colleague to the Editorial Board, write to the Editorial Board Services Team
at edboardmgmt@plos.org.
How do I manage my invitation workload?
You can control invitation volume in two ways.
1. To receive fewer invitations, write to plosone@plos.org and request a reduced
number of invitations.
2. When planning to be away for an extended period of time, update the Unavailable
Dates in the user profile.
What are some examples of problem papers?
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Problems can happen when authors neglect to follow the guidelines on the PLOS ONE
website, which recommends carefully proofreading their manuscripts and checking their
figures and tables for errors early in the review/revision process. For other possible
problems, see the Reject section.
Who can help with questions about Editorial Manager?
If questions arise after reading about Editorial Manager, please contact plosone@plos.org.
What is a typical process for coming to a decision?
A full explanation of this process is detailed in the section on Reaching a Decision. For more
help, please contact the journal staff for assistance setting up a private discussion with other
members of the Editorial Board through Editorial Manager or via the Discourse. The Editorial
Board directory contains a complete listing of Academic Editors.
I have reviewers with conflicting opinions, what do I do?
It is not uncommon for reviewers to have different recommendations. In these cases, we
encourage you to make the final decision themselves by considering your own assessment
of the paper along with the reviewers’ comments. Please also note that we often find that
although the decision ratings may differ, the content of the review can be similar. We also
encourage you to incorporate your own comments whilst taking into account the
recommendations of the reviewers.

Appendix O. Further Reading
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

PLOS ONE: http://journals.plos.org/plosone/
Journal Information: http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/journal-information
PLOS ONE Editorial Board: http://journals.plos.org/plosone/static/editorial-board
Open Access License: http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/licenses-and-copyright
HowOpenIsIt? https://www.plos.org/how-open-is-it
Editorial and Publishing Policies: http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-andpublishing-policies
Guidelines for Specific Study Types: http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submissionguidelines#loc-guidelines-for-specific-study-types
Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE): http://publicationethics.org/
○ Guidelines: http://publicationethics.org/resources/guidelines
○ Flowcharts: http://publicationethics.org/resources/flowcharts
○ Code of Conduct for Journal Editors:
http://publicationethics.org/resources/code-conduct
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE):
http://www.icmje.org/
Council of Science Editors’ Promoting Integrity in Scientific Journal
Publications:
http://www.councilscienceeditors.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3331
Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA): http://oaspa.org/
Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC):
https://sparcopen.org/
PLOS Blogs: http://blogs.plos.org/
EveryONE (PLOS ONE blog): http://blogs.plos.org/everyone/
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